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A B S T R A C T
Currently the population is growing at an exponential and unsustainable rate. Land is
becoming scarce and cities are becoming denser, with the current solution being to
‘build vertically’. As people become more reliant on high-rise buildings, it is becoming
apparent that the current typology does not meet the psychological and physical needs
of humans. This creates a somewhat hostile social and psychological environment for
the building’s inhabitants.
The largest growing demographic within the high-rise typology is young families.
Despite statistics, architects and developers are choosing not to design and meet the
needs of these families due to developers’ economic priorities. As a result, young
children who occupy high-rise apartments are at a higher risk of suffering from
negative health effects during their most important years of development. These
effects include numerous behavioural, mental and physical health difficulties.
Within this project the environmental design needs of young families, in particular
children, are identified and the deficiencies of high-rise apartments are revealed. This
project also highlights the effects the existing high-rise typology has on families,
revealing how inadequate the current reality is.
Further research is divided into two inter-related design stages. Design stage one
examines the current typology and investigates an existing case study, which is then
redesigned to suit the needs of young families. This stage produces design elements
which can be implemented in the existing typology.
Findings from the first phase inform the second phase that redesigns the existing
typology, using the same site. Phase two aims to result in the optimal high-rise typology
design, meeting the needs of young families.
With children at the forefront of society and our future, it is crucial that we design
environments which nurture and support their development. Architecture can be
about the people, not the profit.

Figure 1: Picasso’s Depiction of Mother and Child
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The complexity of a human’s ultra-social group solution to survival requires
concentrated social action to turn an infant into a competent, socialised adult
over approximately 15 years. Initially, this occurred in tribal villages, where the
whole village of adults imparted their skills and knowledge to growing children.
There was also an experimental environment of the peer play group of children
of the village. This environment allowed them to explore their developing
social skillset that is the survival ‘kit’ of a human, and effectively produces the
healthy physical development of their bodies.

OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT

Overview
With an increase in the world’s population, we are forced to build up into
isolation, disconnecting the dweller from the busy social interactions of the
street below. Consequently, we are seeing an increase in the number of families
occupying some of the many high-rise apartments located in the city. Young
families are the fastest-growing demographic of residents moving into highrise apartments. Because of this, there is an increase in the number of children
being subjected to the mental and physical health problems that ensue with
living in the high-rise typology. With children restricted to the confines of an
apartment and away from the messy and opportunity-filled outdoors, they face
the risk of both mental and physical deterioration. Effects include psychosis,
depersonalisation, anxiety, short-sightedness and auditory discrimination, to
name just a few of the many health risks for a child living in a high-rise
apartment (D. Cappon ‘Mental Health in the High-Rise’).
High-rise residential buildings are efficiency machines instigated by developers
when they focus on the monetary value as opposed to social benefits such as
community or the psychological wellbeing of the dwellers of their
developments. If the only way is up, and we continue to fail to address the
requirements of the growing demographic of young families in high-rise
apartments, there will be mentally and physically damaged individuals imposing
societal consequences that will be hard to rectify subsequently. The standard
model of a young family is not adequate to survive such small, cramped living
conditions, which place strain on relationships in the household.
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Figure 2: A Child’s Environment

Due to the onset of the industrial revolution, the tribal village structure has
disintegrated, resulting in the nuclear family of a pair of adults becoming the
inadequate ‘hothouse’ solution to infant to adult growth. Because of the need
for at least one of the adults to earn remotely enough money for the survival
of the nuclear family and its mortgaged dwelling, it has effectively been reduced
to one adult. This circumstance has occurred in suburban housing areas of
single-storey but largely isolated houses on small, open lots. There was still a
trace of the village structure as a result of children forming friendships with
peers at schools. These friendships allowed children to penetrate other nuclear
family dwellings and re-establish a vestige of their playgroup. Despite this, even
though the school structure replicated the original tribal village adults to a
degree, the concentrated adult group largely ceased to function. The village
adults were involved for most of the waking 16 or so hours of the day, while
teachers were limited to about six or so hours. The suburban housing
environment had places for peer groups to play separately on the lot of each
nuclear dwelling, but the public realm between the dwelling lots tended to have
threatening social and physical aspects.

remains, but now it is far more constrained and isolated because the
opportunities for minimal social connection from one suburban lot to the next
suburban lot have ceased to be possible. The penetration of other nuclear
families by children via school friendships now has no place to express itself
within the bitterly small constraints of the plan geometries of the apartment.
This occurrence is mainly because there is no space outside the dwelling where
the children's peer group can play, which consequently dramatically constrains
physical body development.
As a result, there is also a high dependence on the parent and child relationship.
It is during the first five years of a child’s life that they build the main
foundation that will ensure either success or failure later in life. “The emotional,
social and physical development of young children has a direct effect on their
overall development and the adult that they will become… the need to invest
in young children is so important, to maximise their future wellbeing.”1
In response to the negative impacts of high-rise apartments on child
development and the mental and physical health of young families, this
research project looks to redesign the high-rise typology, creating a safer and
more nurturing environment that can cater to the needs of both child and
parent. This project aims to address the connection between the parent and
child, fundamental child to child social interactions, and the standard family
model. The investigation explores the relationship between a young child and
the built environment. Architecture cannot be used to cure mental illness, but
it can play a significant role in prevention.

The advent of high-rise apartment living to replace the suburban dwelling
model of the nuclear family puts further destructive pressure on the processes
of the growth of infants to adults. The ‘hothouse’ solution of the nuclear family
"Importance of Early Childhood Development Introduction." Encyclopedia on Early
Childhood Development, 2011, accessed October 24, 2018, http://www.childencyclopedia.com/importance-early-childhood-development/introduction
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Research Question

Scope and Limitations

How can the high-rise typology be better designed to cater to the needs of
young families and support the mental and physical health of both parents and
children?

This research project does not look to treat mental illness but instead seeks to
reduce the chance of mental illness and adverse effects on a parent’s mental
health and a child’s development in a high-rise apartment building. Because of
the broad litany of adverse effects on a child’s development caused by highrise dwellings, the research project will be limited to a specific age range. The
fundamental period of a child’s development is from birth to about five years
of age. The nature of these first five years has a significant impact on the rest
of an adult’s mental health, as well as their personality and mannerisms. Highrise living is a typology that is used worldwide, but this project will look at a
high-rise apartment building situated in Auckland, New Zealand, to house
families with children in the city. Although research will be used from around
the world, because this project will be situated in Auckland, New Zealand, it
will focus on the high-rise typology in western cultures. This project will rely
upon and be limited to the literature surrounding the relationship between
child development and the built environment, what is known of the typology
itself, and the research surrounding young families living in high-rise
apartments.

Aims and Objectives

The project aims to use architecture as a tool to counter or, if not possible, to
minimise the adverse effects that the high-rise apartment has on child
development and the mental health of parents. The architecture aims to invent
a young family apartment archetype, as well as sculpt the social interactions
that take place within an apartment building. By developing a new familyfriendly high-rise typology, this project looks to tackle and find architectural
solutions to the current problems that make the typology unfit for young family
occupancy. The objective is to create a piece of architecture which positively
encourages child development while restoring the feeling of safety, community,
mental stability and social interaction within a high-rise residential building. A
secondary objective of this project is to find small design strategies which can
realistically be applied by developers or architects to high-rise apartment
designs to improve the living quality of young families.
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dependencies, while the mother suffers from a feeling of deprivation and a lack
of support. 25 percent of mothers in New Zealand suffer from depression
during or after pregnancy.5 The ideal model, in Alexander’s words, is a large
voluntary family made up of at least 12. This model allows children to have a
more extensive support system in the event of a conflict, but also caters for a
mixture of different age groups, allowing for growth and development through
various stages of life. Although this model could not realistically be applied and
accepted in society today, this model of a ‘large voluntary family’ can be seen
to have similarities to that of a cohousing model.

KNOWLEDGE OF THE FIELD

What we know so far…
A British study was conducted and revealed “that 93% of children living in
centrally located high-rise flats had behavioural problems.”2 Children living in
high-rise typologies express both behavioural and socialisation problems.
High-rise apartments restrict both the social and kinetic needs of children,
leading to more serious issues throughout their life.
A child’s kinetic deprivation, as discussed in Dr D. Cappon’s ‘Mental health
and the high rise’, can lead to numerous issues, including ‘lethargy/restlessness,
and social acting out or withdrawal, depersonalization or psychopathy’. 3
The nuclear family is also an idea that is discussed in A Pattern Language by
Christopher Alexander. The idea of a family purely made up of the father,
mother and children is not a sustainable one within such small living
conditions. If a conflict arises within the nuclear family household, then it can
prove detrimental, “each difficulty twists the family unit into ever tighter spirals
of discomfort”.4 This model of the family causes children to suffer from many

“Cohousing is intentional clustered housing with some common facilities and
shared neighbourhood life. Cohousing communities are created and run by
their residents. Each household has a self-contained, private home but
residents come together to manage their community and share activities.
Cohousing counters the alienation and isolation many experience today,
systematically building on time-honoured practices of the neighbourly support
that are found in historic communities the world over.”6 Cohousing has been
proven to be an antidote to isolation, increasing happiness as well as increasing
life expectancy.6 With social media being a large part of life today, people are
consumed by a false sense of connection, leading to an increase in the feeling
of social disconnection.
What can be concluded from the ‘large voluntary family’ model and the
‘cohousing’ model is that the use of shared facilities and spaces can combat the
mental implications of isolation, helping to create relationships to support
young families, and reducing the dependency of the child to parent
relationship, as well as the parent to parent relationship.

Figure 3: Child Development

2 "Health, Happiness, and Density," Eyes From the Street – The Neighbourhood Fabric that
Matters, 2013, accessed October 24, 2017, http://www.newgeography.com/content/003945health-happiness-and-density
3 D. Cappon, “Mental health in the high-rise.” Canadian journal of public health - Revue
canadienne de sante publique, 1971, accessed October 24, 2017,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/5137625

4 Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, and Murray Silverstein, A pattern language: towns,
buildings, construction (New York: Oxford Univ. Pr., 1977), 169.

5 “Eliminating the Stigma around Perinatal Mental Health in NZ”, Perinatal Anxiety and
Depression Aotearoa, 2015, accessed May 2019, www.pada.co.nz.
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6 "What Is Cohousing?" Cohousing NZ, 2015, accessed September 4, 2018,
http://cohousing.org.nz/what-cohousing.
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social withdrawal. With a significant increase in inactivity, children, as well as
the rest of the family have a decreased life expectancy.

R E V I E W

Child development and high-rise living:
There is a small amount of literature which addresses the overlapping fields of
child development and architecture. The following are key texts, which have
had a significant impact on the research trajectory and the final outcome:
Families in Flats by D.M. Fanning, Mental Health and the High-Rise by Dr D.
Cappon, Child Development and the Physical Environment by Gary W. Evans, The
Effect of Rearing Conditions on Behaviour by Margaret K. Harlow and The Pursuit of
Loneliness by Philip Slater.
Families in Flats, an investigation by D.M. Fanning, “draws a direct correlation
between incidence of mental health disorders and the height of people’s
apartments”.7 Her studies also concluded that it was “the sheer time spent in
the high rise itself that causes the effect”,3 with those spending more time in
the high rise showing more signs of mental disorders than those who spent the
least. Women showed the highest, with children the second highest, and men
the least. As soon as you take an individual away from the ground, “and away
from the casual, everyday society that occurs on the sidewalks and streets… it
leaves them alone”.8 According to D.M. Fanning, it is this induced isolation
that leads to individual breakdowns as well as mental health disorders.

Figure 4: Trapped
7 D. M. Fanning, “Families in flats,” British Medical Journal, (November 18 1967),
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.

The quality of life has been proven to be greater for those living closer to the
ground in high-rise buildings than higher up. The higher the living in the
apartment building, the greater the increase in risk for mental health disorders.
Dr D. Cappon’s Mental Health and the High-Rise highlights not only the mental
complications of living in a high-rise but also levels of kinetic deprivation,
resulting in symptoms such as depersonalisation, psychopathy, lethargy and
8 Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, and Murray Silverstein, A pattern language: towns,
buildings, construction (New York: Oxford Univ. Pr., 1977), 116.
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Gary W. Evans discovers similar yet mixed findings in his paper, Child
Development and the Physical Environment. He noted that “younger children in
high-rise compared with low-rise buildings evidence more behavioural
problems and weaker academic performance. However, Richman (1974) and
Homel & Burns (1989) did not replicate these effects, and Saegert (1982) found
they held only for boys. The impact of living on higher floor levels may be
stronger for pre-schoolers than for children in primary school (Oda et al 1989).
This may be explained by greater restrictions on outdoor play behaviour and
the resulting tension and isolation that occur, particularly for younger mothers
home with their children.”9
While there are many studies found to fault the high-rise typology and its
effects on the mental and physical health of the inhabitants, such as Gleeson
and Sipe’s investigation in 2006, and Woolcock’s investigation in 2010, there
are also studies which counterargue these claims. An example of this is
Whitzman and Mizrachi’s investigation in 2012. Despite the counterarguments,
the majority of investigations claim that high-rise typologies negatively affect
their inhabitants, but more predominantly children. This issue does not appear
to be culturally specific, with investigations from across the world coming to
similar conclusions. Takeo Fujiwara’s investigation observed that in a Tokyo
building, “Infants living on the upper storeys had greater inability to greet
people, go to the toilet, brush their teeth, gargle, or get dressed than those living
on the lower storeys.”10
While the relationship between an infant and parent/mother has been viewed
as fundamental to a child’s development, research has emerged around the
importance of infant to infant interaction from a young age. Henry F. and
9 GW Evans, “Child Development and the Physical Environment,” Annual Review of Psychology,
no.57 (2006) 433,
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/a7e6/f27e919e775df2f9345dcf21e82be8790708.pdf.
10 Takeo Fujiwara, Takehiro Michikawa, Kohta Suzuki, Toru Takebayashi and Zentaro
Yamagata, "Impact of High-Rise Living on Children’s Development and Health: A Critical

Margaret K. Harlow concluded in their study, The Effect of Rearing Conditions on
Behaviour, that maternal deprivation could be seen as less damaging than that
of infant separation, as they struggle to develop social and empathetic qualities
later in life. The standard high-rise apartment building does not allow for the
social interactions needed between young developing children to ensure they
have the social skills that they need to develop; the only places where they have
access to such socialisations is at school.
Christopher Alexander, in A Pattern Language, also raises the concern of the
dependency of the parent and child relationship. He noted that children “need
access to other adults beyond their parents, and access to other children; and
the situations in which they meet these other adults and other children need to
be highly complex, subtle, full of the same complexities and intensities as family
life – not merely "schools" and "kindergarten" and "playgrounds"”.11 Philip
Slater notes a similar point in The Pursuit of Loneliness; “the old culture…will not
be dissolved until the parent-child relationship itself is de-intensified...
Breaking the pattern means establishing communities in which…a) children
are not socialised exclusively by their parents, (b)parents have lives of their own
and do not live vicariously through their children.”12
Most literature recognises the negative impact of the high-rise typology on the
health of a human being. These texts mainly highlight that children are most
susceptible to these negative effects, both their wellbeing and their
development. Children who are raised in a high-rise building are severely
disadvantaged throughout their development compared to those who are not.
These texts, in particular, convey just how damaging the high-rise typology is,
as well as the design gap in the field of architecture between high-rise buildings
and children.

Review of Literature," Yamanashi Medical Journal 29, no.1 (September 2014) 1-8,
https://www.med.yamanashi.ac.jp/ymj/index.php?pdf=557.
11 Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, and Murray Silverstein, A pattern language: towns,
buildings, construction (New York: Oxford Univ. Pr., 1977), 427.
12 Philip Slater, "The Pursuit of Loneliness," Beacon Press, 1970, accessed September 4, 2018,
http://www.beacon.org/The-Pursuit-of-Loneliness-P322.aspx.
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P R E C E D E N T S
A large number of precedents that demonstrate high-rise living and the
existence or non-existence of a community within buildings have been
surveyed. The following five case studies, which span America, France, Hong
Kong and Singapore, were identified as being of particular relevance and
significance. They demonstrate strategies and spatial configurations for the
provision of community within a co-existence of many households, as well as
successful and non-successful strategies for apartments in the high-rise
typology. Due to the current lack of research in the field, only one precedent
study was found which combined children and high-rise living.
These case studies highlight a number of key points including the use of
essential and non-essential communal spaces for socialisation and community
building, the provision of amenities for children, the disuse of insufficiently lit
spaces, a feeling of insecurity due to public facilities in residential buildings,
insufficiently supervised play spaces, indoor and outdoor play spaces for
children, variation in apartment sizes, the informal supervision of play spaces
by communal facilities and residential units, creation of communal spaces
which can be utilised by both children and adults, each home having a sense
of identity, a feeling of home and land ownership, as well as the encouragement
of use of stairs and bicycles to promote a healthy lifestyle within an apartment
building.

PRECEDENTS

These case studies have fed into the research trajectory and final outcome of
this project.

Figure 5: Precedents
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K O W L O O N

W A L L E D

organised a volunteer fire brigade and rubbish disposal, and resolved civil
conflicts, particularly those between competing businesses.”15 By the time the
Triads left, the city was substantially safer. Despite troubles within the district,
past residents look upon their memories of living there with fondness.

C I T Y

Hong Kong – Resident Designed
The Walled City of Kowloon, also known as the ‘City of Darkness’ in
Cantonese, dates back to the Song Dynasty. During that time, ‘it served as a
watch post for the military to defend the area against pirates and to manage the
production of salt before eventually coming under British rule.’13 During the
Second World War whilst Japan occupied Hong Kong, various parts of the
buildings were demolished to build an airport nearby. After the surrender of
Japan, the buildings became heavily occupied by squatters and run by the
Triads.
The Walled City of Kowloon comprised 300 high-rise buildings. It became
home to 33,000 families and businesses, with its peak population reaching
55,000. The total area the buildings occupied was two hectares, making it one
of the densest and most heavily populated areas in the world at a density of 1.2
million per km2. The walled city of Kowloon was designed without an architect;
all the buildings were hand built, with concrete made by hand, and the rooms
simply stacked upon each other when needed.
Controversy remains around the city of Kowloon, as it “was controlled by the
Chinese mafia, called the Triads, from the 1950s through the 1970s. It gained
a reputation as a haven for prostitution, gambling and drugs.”14 ”The Triads

Life inside was very humble, with each resident provided with an apartment
ranging from four square metres to a maximum of 20 square metres. People
both worked and lived in the labyrinth that was the walled city of Kowloon.
The small spaces and humble lifestyle did not allow for the traditional Chinese
way of living, with no room for extended family members such as
grandmothers and aunties. Because of this, the children were either left at
home during the day, allowed to roam the walled city with others, or
accompanied their mothers to their workplace, working 12-hour shifts, and
helping where they could. Children played mainly on the rooftops of the
buildings, where the connections between the apartment blocks allowed them
to explore and roam freely. The rooftops also acted as an escape from the
claustrophobic, windowless apartments below, with the sight of the sky above
and the fresh air providing some comfort.
Although Kowloon City had a bad reputation, one cannot deny the community
which the city created. The forced social interactions with the unplanned layout
of apartments, businesses, restaurants and filling stations allowed this to take
place. Apartments were rarely plumbed, forcing residents to visit one of six
filling stations, which were standing pipes, multiple times a day to collect water
for household tasks. Washing also took place at these filling stations, allowing
a general congregation of housewives and mothers, hence creating a social
space. The gambling on the streets also, in a way, created a sense of community,

with people filling the gaps and connections between the buildings known as
‘streets’. The gambling community created more social spaces, albeit with
negative connotations.
This precedent is relevant as it highlights the accidental creation of social ‘water
holes’, which create social congregations within the vertical city on every floor,
as well as the successful creation of communities. The design of the Kowloon’s
Walled City forced social interactions from its inhabitants to create social
communities, whether it was the children on the rooftops

Figure 7: Children in High-Rise
Apartment Block

Figure 8: Streets of the Walled City of
Kowloon

Figure 9: A Street in the Walled City of
Kowloon

Figure 6: An artist’s rendition of the Walled City of Kowloon
13Paula

Owen, “Inside the Kowloon Walled City Where 50,000 Residents Eked Out a Grimy
Living in the Most Densely Populated Place on Earth”, Daily Mail, 2012, accessed April 2018,
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2139914/A-rare-insight-Kowloon-Walled-City.html.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/china-hong-kong-kowloon-walled-cityasia-britain-dense-population-overcrowded-human-rights-a8241941.html.

Harrison Jacobs, “Inside Hong Kong’s Lawless Walled City – the Most Crowded Place on
Earth for 40 Years,” Independent, March 2018, accessed April 2018,
14
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"Here's What Western Accounts of the Kowloon Walled City Don't Tell You," ArchDaily,
accessed, December 2016, March 24, 2018, https://www.archdaily.com/800698/heres-whatwestern-accounts-of-the-kowloon-walled-city-dont-tell-you.
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looking for places to play, the women doing washing at the filling stations, or
the gamblers in the streets. The mix between both residential and commercial
spaces within the buildings allowed for the corridors/streets to be occupied
more, and subsequently this increase in foot traffic allowed more chances of
social interaction. The absence of elevators also increased the foot traffic
factor. Because of this and the high density of the area, combined with the
poor living conditions, it is inevitable that the Walled City of Kowloon was a
social and community-driven city. With meagre living quarters, the residents
had more of an incentive to escape the small confines of their apartments and
escape, explore and diverge into the
social and commercial opportunities
that the city had to offer. Having
such a range of facilities and services
within the small confines of their
apartments would, however, make
them less likely to leave the confines
of the Walled City.
The Kowloon walled city also
highlights a difference in cultures
when it comes to parenting styles
Figure 11: Aerial view of Kowloon City
and child to mother proximity. In
the Walled City of Kowloon,
children were kept by their mother’s side while they were very young. Once
children reached an age of roughly six, they had a lesser connection or need
for their mother and were allowed to wander the labyrinth of the city or the
rooftops so long as they were with others. The rooftop appeared to be where
parental supervision was replaced with peer supervision.

Figure 12: An Artist’s Drawing of a Section of Kowloon City

Key Findings:
•
•
•

Figure 10: Diagram of the Walled City of Kowloon
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Social catalysts to encourage socialisation
Communal amenities for socialising and community building
Social interaction spaces set off high foot-traffic circulation spaces
24

I N T E R L A C E
Singapore - Office for Metropolitan
Architecture
‘Interlace’ is a high-rise residential apartment complex designed by OMA, and
led by architect Ole Scheeren. Located in Singapore, the complex is surrounded
by neighbouring high-rise residential towers. Scheeren's ideas about modern
architectural design have influenced his design solution for this "Interlace"
project. He has altered the more usual saying of "form follows function" to
“form follows fiction”. His idea is that fiction is the meaning he thinks the
users will attach to the buildings he has designed. He imagines that the
relationships between the parts of the development will generate a narrative in
the users’ or inhabitants’ minds.
His design philosophy is “form follows fiction”, with fiction being defined as
the experiences which architecture creates: “the reality of what architecture
means for the people that live in it and with it”.16 The focus of the design
surrounds the structures, which generate a series of relationships and
narratives. This precedent has relevance as it highlights the issue of isolation as
we build higher into the sky. “The design turns vertical isolation into horizontal
connectivity and reinstates the notion of community as a central issue in today’s
society.”17

These spaces look to act as a catalyst in creating communities within the
complex, hence reducing the feeling of isolation. Singapore is dominated by
the tower typology, a typology which Scheeran believes “creates more isolation
than connectedness”17. Breaking away from the traditional vertical form of the
typical high-rise typology, Scheeren labels the traditional model as “a
profoundly hierarchal structure”17 that is looking to undo this hierarchy and
create a system revolving around collaboration rather than isolation. To
achieve this concept, the typical skyscraper tower model has been replicated
and then laid horizontally, stacking masses in a hexagonal layout that allows
open spaces and courtyards to be formed.

in a community. Social interaction is integrated with the natural environment
in a synthesis of tropical nature and habitable urban space.”18

Figure 18: Conceptual Scheme of Interlace

The courtyards were designed to provide a variety of different functions and
forms to encourage a community to develop within the complex. Interlace also
provides amenities and functions for children, including playgrounds and
family and child pools, looking to create a ‘family-friendly’ high-rise design.
“‘The Interlace generates a space of collective experience within the city and
reunites the desire for individual privacy with a sense of togetherness and living

Figure 19: Conceptual Scheme of Interlace

Key Findings:
Figure 16: Conceptual Render of Interlace

Buro Ole Scheeren, "The Interlace." Buro Ole Scheeren, November 18, 2015, accessed
March 24, 2018, http://buro-os.com/the-interlace/.
16

Figure 17: Interlace

Buro Ole Scheeren, "The Interlace." Buro Ole Scheeren, last modified November 18, 2015,
accessed March 24, 2018, http://buro-os.com/the-interlace/.
17
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Buro Ole Scheeren, "The Interlace." Buro Ole Scheeren, November 18, 2015, accessed
March 24, 2018, http://buro-os.com/the-interlace/.
18

•
•

Amenities for children provided such as playgrounds and family pools
Communal spaces and facilities to encourage growth of communities
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public spaces, the Batiment Home allows for a visual connection between the
residents and the historical as well as modern landmarks throughout the city.

B A T I M E N T

H O M E

Paris, France - Harmonic + Masson &
Associates
The Batiment Home project in 2015 was the first residential high-rise building
designed and constructed in Paris since the 1970s. The delay in high-rise living
was due to the redesigning and re-planning of Paris under the leadership of
Eugene Haussmann. Paris was remade and re-planned to a very uniform
aesthetic, with strict height restrictions. These restrictions made Paris rather
conservative in relation to the heights of newly designed buildings. The
Batiment Home looked to become a new response to the relationship between
vertical housing and the urban environment.
Designed by Harmonic + Masson and Associates, the Batiment Home
development consists of 13,750m2 of floor area and 188 apartments varying
between two and four bedrooms. These apartments were designed with the
concept in mind of integrating the attributes of suburban living into a vertical
typology. Experiences such as a direct connection to the outdoors, the ability
to eat outdoors, the ability for a home to have its own identity as well as
individuality, and the ability to own a home and some land can be seen to be
replicated throughout the building. The quality of life of the inhabitants was
the main driving focus for this project, with the architects noting that “housing
constitutes 80% of the city. It’s a bit like water for the human body. We must,
therefore, make this 80% exceptional. The life and richness of a city are its

Figure 26: Batiment Home Sustainability Concept

inhabitants.”19 Hamonic + Masson and Associates responded to the
overwhelming need for ownership, individual identity and differentiation by
the implementation of differing design typologies for the various apartments
throughout the building, as well as the placement of many private and
communal outdoor spaces. The housing complex was purposely designed in
such a way to reduce the feeling of repetition and therefore reinforce the feeling
of dwelling individuality throughout the complex.
This housing complex is also designed with an ulterior motive: to form a
connection between the ‘Paris’ and the ‘Grand Paris’ regions of the city, while
educating and creating appreciation for both districts and their landmarks. By
taking advantage of the height of the building and the layout of windows and

19 “Batiment Home, Zac Massena, Paris XIII,” Architonic, 2015, accessed February 2019,
https://www.architonic.com/en/project/hamonic-masson-associes-batiment-home-zacmassena-paris-xiii/5103555.

Figure 25: Batiment Home
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This case study is relevant because of its facilities, which make the apartment
building more child friendly than most others. This includes the provision of
private and shared terraces which provide opportunities for children to engage
in secure outdoor play. The placement of these terraces means they are easily
supervised from the apartments adjoining them. The Batiment Home
development also provides a shared space at the bottom level of the building
which has a sense of visual security, with the apartments looking into this
space. This shared space also provides children with an outdoor shared play
space. Another example of the way this case study is relevant to the project is
the multiple configurations of apartments ranging from two to four bedrooms.
This means that families of varying sizes can occupy the complex, and with
more larger families there is a higher chance of having a sense of community.
The outdoor amenities available for children, as well as the vertically integrated
facilities, shared communal facilities and variant apartment configurations, all
make this building design more child and family friendly than most existing
high-rise residential apartment building designs.

Figure 27: Batiment Home Concept
28

R I V E R

A N D

W A R R E N

New York City, USA
Constructed in 2016, River and Warren Residences were luxury apartments
designed to revamp the existing building. Ranging from $1.42 million to $10
million, these apartments are not available for a family on an average income.
The location, privacy, views, convenience and quality finishes all contribute to
the price of the apartments. Located on the Hudson River waterfront, each
apartment has million-dollar views.
The apartments in the complex range from two to five bedrooms, making them
ideal for families of different sizes. The apartment building provides communal
spaces for the residents including an open rooftop space and an indoor
playroom, both ideal for children to play in. The children’s playroom is
designed to encourage temporary play and creativity during the days the
children spend indoors.
This case study is also relevant to this research project as it provides certain
features and facilities which families living in a city would find beneficial. These
include the shared playroom facilities in the building, the range of different
apartment sizes creating flexibility for differing-sized families, a large amount
of storage per apartment, as well as the convenient location of the apartments
backing onto parks where children can play. These apartments, however, are
not appropriate for the average family due to their cost.

Figure 28: Batiment Home Concept

Key Findings:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private and outdoor terraces provide outdoor play for children
Terraces and areas of play are supervised by neighbouring apartments
Shared communal spaces encourage socialisation and communities
Variation in apartment sizes for families varying in sizes
Connection to the outdoors
Sense of identity
Ownership of a home and land
29

Key Findings:

•
•
•

Figure 29: River and Warren

Indoor and outdoor communal play spaces
Variation in apartment sizes – optimal for varying family sizes
Located neighbouring a park – easily accessible outdoor play for
children
30

R A M O N A
Portland, USA

A P A R T M E N T S

- Ankrom Moisan Architects

Ramona Apartments was an architectural response from Ankrom Moisan
Architects for a brief which required housing for families in the city during
2011. The design consists of a six-storey building, with the ground floor
occupied by a kindergarten and community centre. The residential floors
comprise 138 affordable apartments with “quality, sustainability and historical
context in mind”.20 The building forms a ‘C’ configuration, with apartments
and balconies framing a communal courtyard that connects to the kindergarten
on the lower storey. The placement of apartment balconies, communal
facilities and kindergarten allow for both formal and informal supervision of
the children occupying the space. Laundry facilities are cunningly placed to
overlook the courtyard, and include a play space for children as well as seating
for parents.
Spaces of chance socialisations are also placed cleverly throughout the building,
and the provision of sitting near these spaces creates opportunities for
residents to sit and socialise with the aim of promoting a sense of community.
The community centre is also strategically placed on the ground floor of the
building opposite the kindergarten to function as a social catalyst for both
residents and the community to build a sense of community, community-wide
as well as within the building.

The open-air courtyard, which functions as a play space, is designed for
preschool children and toddlers. This courtyard play space is secure, with
fences and gates restricting children from accessing the busy street. Low
concrete walls and seating frame the space, creating ample seating for parents
and caregivers.
The design of the building was heavily focused on sustainability to allow the
apartments to be affordable. Because of this, “high-quality casement windows
and low-flow water fixtures for ultimate energy efficiency”21 were selected. The
building is also partly self-sufficient when it comes to energy, with the roof
fitted out with solar panels to power the building.
This case study is relevant to the research project for several reasons. The
building is designed especially for families living in a city. Even though this
case study is for a mid-rise building, it shows how facilities to support families
can be implemented within an apartment building. The kindergarten on the
lower floor of the complex allows the courtyard to be a successful space where
children can play and be watched through formal and informal supervision.
This case study also shows how the placement of communal facilities can
accommodate opportunities for informal supervision of a communal space,
making these spaces safer for children.
Key Findings:

•
•

Kindergarten on lower floor encourages utilisation of courtyard
play space by children
Informal supervision of play spaces through placement of adult
used facilities

Figure 30: Ramona Apartments

Figure 31: Ramona Apartments Exterior

20 “The Ramona/Portland, OR,” Ankrom Moisan, last modified February 2019,
https://www.ankrommoisan.com/project/ramona/discipline/architecture.

21 “The Ramona/Portland, OR,” Ankrom Moisan, last modified February 2019,
https://www.ankrommoisan.com/project/ramona/discipline/architecture.
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V I A

V E R D E

performance facades also use a prefabricated rain screen which protects the
building as well as the residents inside. These facades are constructed of
cement, composite wood and metal panels.

New York City, USA - Grimshaw
Architects

space create informal security. The abundance of seating would also be good
for parents or caregivers supervising children. The green roofs and communal
gardens also provide more outdoor play options for children.
Key Findings:

Via Verde is a mixed-income, mixed-use, residential development designed by
Grimshaw Architects. The housing development consists of 222 residential
units, containing a balanced number of low-income, middle-income and
moderate-income residents. The key aspect that drove the design of Via Verde
was the wellbeing of the residents. Via Verde aims to promote a healthy
lifestyle, creation of a community, social wellbeing, shared common spaces,
and increased physical activity of residents. The provision of fresh air and
natural light was also essential in the design of the building.

•
•
•
•

Spaces for adults in child realms, and facilities for children in adult
realms
Communal spaces mixed with residential units encourage
communities
Promotes stair and bicycle use to a promote healthy lifestyle
Communal spaces viewed by residential units – informal supervision
of play spaces and children

Figure 33: Via Verde Rooftop Design

The residential complex is laid out to frame an open-air, shared courtyard. The
20-storey tower and mid-rise building of double-storey apartments and
townhouses frame an open-air courtyard. The courtyard is shared outdoor
space, for children to run and play, while also providing an area where residents
can socialise. “A dynamic garden serves as the organizing element for the
community, beginning as a ground level courtyard and then spiralling upwards
through a series of programmed, south-facing roof gardens, creating a
promenade for residents.”22 These gardens provide a connection to nature for
residents, as well as creating social catalysts throughout the building.

Figure 32: Via Verde Residential Life

Sustainability was a key driver in the construction and design of Via Verde.
Grimshaw Architects looked to create a community which was educated in and
lived up to the principles of sustainable design and living. Because of this, the
rooftops of the buildings are green, connecting to the communal gardens and
providing space for families to plant vegetables and fruit. Viva Verde also uses
two facades to allow for cross-ventilation through the apartments. These high-

22 “Via Verde – The Green Way, New York, NY, USA,” Grimshaw, 2012, accessed February
2019, https://grimshaw.global/projects/via-verde-the-green-way/.

To promote a healthy lifestyle for residents, stairs are placed in easily accessible
locations throughout the building. The stairs are also uniquely designed and
made to look attractive so they are more appealing to use. Secure indoor bicycle
storage is also readily available to residents, promoting the use of bicycles
rather than cars as a form of transport.
This precedent is relevant, as it is an example of how shared spaces can be
placed throughout a building to promote a vibrant community within a
residential complex. Via Verde also is an example of multiple schemes which
promote a healthy lifestyle for people living in high-rise apartments, through
the use of attractive stairs, communal gardens, bicycle storage, a communal
fitness centre, and visually enticing outdoor environments. Many of the
amenities available for the occupants in Via Verde would be beneficial for
children and families living in an apartment building. The open-air courtyard
at the ground floor with gated play spaces, like the one in the Ramona
Apartments, makes an ideal location for child play, as the buildings around the
Figure 34: Courtyard and Social Stairs
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CREATIVE APARTMENT SOLUTIONS
There are many examples of creative solutions used in small homes that
provide places with dual functionality as well as child aspects that could be
applied to an apartment setting. Creating furniture with more than one
function can result in more storage in a home or spaces for children to play.

Figure 37: Apartment Space Saving

This tiny house design uses a bunk bed on top of a storage closet to save space.
Figure 36: Apartment Play Concept

This furniture design uses empty overhead space to create storage and a child’s
play space. Boxes are used as steps and netting is used so that the children can
play above while being able to see and communicate with people who may also
be sharing the space.

Figure 35: Via Verde Design Concepts
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These precedents are relevant to this research project, as storage is essential for
every family, and apartments often do not allow for the storage of prams and
children’s toys. Solutions for child play spaces are also important when children
are stuck inside their apartments Most apartments do not offer areas for
children to play other than their bedrooms, where there is an empty room and
the children’s toys.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Kowloon City, Interlace, Batiment Home, River and Warren, Ramona
Apartments, Via Verde, Ponte City Apartments, Unité d’Habitation
The Walled City of Kowloon, Interlace, Batiment Home, River and Warren,
Ramona Apartments, Via Verde, Unité d’Habitation and Ponte City
Apartments (both of which can be located in Appendix 1), have all contributed
concepts and influenced the outcome of this project.
The Walled City of Kowloon, Interlace, Batiment, Ramona Apartments, River
and Warren and Via Verde all provide essential and non-essential communal
amenities. The essential spaces force people to occupy them due to their
functions. Examples of this are the water pipes in the Walled City of Kowloon,
and the communal laundry in the Ramona apartments. These spaces are
essential to residents within the building and their daily life, and force them to
leave their apartments and occupy them. These spaces also encourage social
interactions and provide residents all the mental health benefits which are tied
to socially interacting with peers. These social interactions also encourage the
growth of communities throughout the building, improving the quality of life
for residents. These essential and non-essential communal spaces are applied
to the final design of this research project.
Amenities and play spaces for children are provided in the Ramona
Apartments, River and Warren and Via Verde. The Ramona Apartments
provide a courtyard for outdoor play, while River and Warren provide and
indoor play space for children to use on a rainy day. Via Verde provides
children with both private and communal outdoor terraces for children, while
also providing a small playground. The facilities for children are uncommon in

residential high-rise building design but would have a number of benefits.
These areas are easily accessible for parents and children living in the building,
and allow children to socialise and develop their cognitive and motor functions.
Facilities like these for children are a key concept to the final design of this
research project.
Both Unité d’Habitation and Ponte are examples of how spaces which receive
an insufficient amount of sunlight become disused and derelict. The bottom
floor of the Ponte City apartment tower received an insufficient amount of
sunlight which led to its disuse and resulted in the bottom floor becoming a
rubbish drop for residents. Space under the Unité d’Habitation building, which
also does not receive enough sunlight, was supposed to function as a
communal space for residents. It has instead become unused and derelict.
Clinical psychologist Sarb Johal states that “there's no doubt that improving
the light level in a dark home will make us feel better. Exposure to natural light
is really important for our mental health.”23 The levels of daylight and sunlight
into communal and residential spaces has shaped the final outcome of this
research project.
A feeling of insecurity due to public facilities being mixed with residential
spaces in Unité d’Habitation highlights the importance of privacy and owned
space. Due to this feeling of insecurity, residents were less likely to use the
communal areas throughout the building. This concept has been considered
during the design development of the outcome of this project.
Insufficiently supervised play spaces and, in particular, play spaces which are
located at the bottom of a building, are less likely to used due to a parent’s
inability to supervise their child easily. Unité d’Habitation is an example of this.
The outdoor space at the base of the building is too far away for a parent to be
able to supervise their child. Therefore, a parent must take time out of their

23 Colleen Hawkes, “Can your Home Contribute to Depression?” Stuff, June 2017, Accessed
May 2018, https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/homed/living/93580311/can-your-homecontribute-to-depression
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day to travel down to the play space and supervise their child, making it less
likely they will do so.

benefits of being more active, both mentally and physically. This scheme would
also improve the living quality of residents throughout the building.

A variation in the size of apartments is ideal, as families vary in size, depending
on the number of children or generations which form the family. Both River
and Warren and Batiment provide these for their residents, although the
purpose is not specifically for varying family sizes. The concept of varying
apartment sizes has provided input into the final scheme, as the number of
children per family varies.

The case studies mentioned highlight a number of key points including the use
of essential and non-essential communal spaces for socialisation and
community building, the provision of amenities for children, the disuse of
insufficiently lit spaces, a feeling of insecurity due to public facilities in
residential buildings, insufficiently supervised play spaces, indoor and outdoor
play spaces for children, variation in apartment sizes, the informal supervision
of play spaces by communal facilities and residential units, creation of
communal spaces which can be utilised both by children and adults, as well as
the encouragement of use of stairs and bicycles to promote a healthy lifestyle
within an apartment building. All these concepts have fed into the research
trajectory and the final outcome of this project.

The placement of adult communal facilities or residential units within sight of
open play spaces and communal areas to create informal supervision is a
relevant concept. The Ramona Apartments, Via Verde and Batiment all apply
this concept to their play and communal spaces. This allows informal
supervision of children, as well as a form of passive security for these spaces.
An example of this is the laundry space in the Ramona Apartments. The
laundry space looks over the courtyard play space downstairs; therefore, adults
can do their laundry while also supervising children in the courtyard below.
The idea of adult realms being within sight of child realms to create a presence
of informal supervision is a strategy that is applied to the final outcome of this
project.
Another key concept that has driven this project is the creation of communal
spaces which can be utilised by both children and adults. By having both adults
and children able to occupy a space simultaneously, there can be supervision,
security and more social outcomes. Spaces used by both adults and children
are present in Unité Habitation, Interlace, Kowloon City, Batiment, Ramona
and Via Verde.
Encouraging the use of stairs and bicycles to promote a healthy lifestyle within
a building is used in Via Verde. By encouraging the use of bicycles instead of
cars, residents can be more socially aware and connected to their surroundings
and other residents. Via Verde uses art and colour to encourage the use of
stairs as a main form of circulation within the building. Because of this, the
stairs become a place of chance social interactions, and the residents reap the
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BACKGROUND

THEORY

The background theory within this project references multiple theorists
including Carol Simon Weinstein, Thomas G. David, Karen Harkness, Kim T.
Ferguson, Rochelle C. Casswells, Jack W. MacAllister, Gary W. Evans,
Kimberley Kopko, Ross King, Jackie Brown, Wendy Beaver, Ian Fell and
Christopher Alexander.
The section ‘Reality’ recognises the current gap in archetypes for families living
in high-rise buildings. This section also relays real-life experiences from
mothers living in high-rise buildings with children, and the problems they face.
Next is ‘How the Human Nurtures’, which is an introduction to the historical
debate between genetics and environment (nature versus nurture).

BACKGROUND THEORY

The section ‘Child Development and the Physical Environment’ investigates
the relationship between a child’s development and the physical environment.
This includes the underlying effects on a child’s mental and physical wellbeing
from the built environment.
‘The Optimal Environment’ describes the optimal physical environment in
which a child can successfully develop their motor and cognitive functions, and
in which the environment will also support the mental and physical health of a
child. This section also provides research backing the principles described.

39
Figure 38: The City
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R E A L I T Y

“[The neighbour] called out … ‘Pick up your baby!’ … I was so upset because we are trying
our best and we were exhausted ourselves … [The neighbour] banged on the ceiling really
loudly … I felt it on my feet, like it was shaking … That just kind of added to my stress
… When I got back into bed after the shrieking finished and he [the baby] went back to
sleep, and the stomping on the roof finished … I just said, ‘I don’t know if I can do that
again’ … knowing that, you know they’re hearing it all of course, and we felt terrible.’25

Life of Young Families Living in High-Rise Apartments
In the second decade of the 21st century, there is still a widespread belief that
families belong in the suburbs or in townhouses. Despite this belief, young
families continue to be the largest-growing demographic inhabiting high-rise
apartments, as was found in a Sydney study. This study was called ‘Parenting
and Neighbouring in the Consolidating City: The Emotional Geographies of
Sound in Apartments’, and was conducted by Sophie May-Kerr, Chris Gibson
and Natascha Klocker. The cause of this is probably the continuing
unaffordability of housing, as well as parents not wanting to make a move to a
residence at a distance from their jobs in the city. Despite these facts,
apartments are not advertised for families, and architects and developers do
not consider families when designing them. “Apartment design and cultural
acceptance of families in the vertical city have not kept pace with this shift in
housing forms.”24
Stories of young families can be found online and in studies describing the
constant anxiety faced by parents living vertically. A majority of the issues and
complaints come from the noise created by small children both during the day
and at night. With little to no soundproofing between apartments, hostile
environments and relationships are formed with neighbours.

‘I always feel like I am constantly telling them ‘not in here, not in there, don’t do that’ …
I’m constantly worried that we are annoying the neighbours. Because they are kids, they are
loud. They don’t have a volume button.”26
Although there is a great need and demand for apartments designed for
families, we still are not seeing them being designed or built in New Zealand.
Vancouver, Canada, paved the way with family initiatives, with ‘family-friendly
policies’ being added to city planning strategies. Rotterdam in the Netherlands
followed suit in 2010, while Melbourne City Council is currently taking similar
steps.
“Families living in apartments actively pursue strategies for making everyday
life “work”. But there is only so much that individuals can change. The wider
problem of apartments’ poor acoustic design and performance persists.
Both cultural and technical norms must shift if the policy paradigm of urban
consolidation is to have any hope of meeting the needs of a diverse
population.”27

Sophie-May Kerr, "With Apartment Living on the Rise, How Do Families and Their Noisy
Children Fit In?" The Conversation, January 2018, accessed July, 2018,
https://theconversation.com/with-apartment-living-on-the-rise-how-do-families-and-theirnoisy-children-fit-in-88244.
26 Sophie-May Kerr, "With Apartment Living on the Rise, How Do Families and Their Noisy
Children Fit In?" The Conversation, January 2018, accessed July, 2018,
25

Figure 39: Distress
Sophie-May Kerr, "With Apartment Living on the Rise, How Do Families and Their Noisy
Children Fit In?" The Conversation, January 2018, accessed July, 2018,
24

https://theconversation.com/with-apartment-living-on-the-rise-how-do-families-and-theirnoisy-children-fit-in-88244.
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https://theconversation.com/with-apartment-living-on-the-rise-how-do-families-and-theirnoisy-children-fit-in-88244.
Sophie-May Kerr, "With Apartment Living on the Rise, How Do Families and Their Noisy
Children Fit In?" The Conversation, January 2018, accessed July, 2018,
https://theconversation.com/with-apartment-living-on-the-rise-how-do-families-and-theirnoisy-children-fit-in-88244.
27
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND THE
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Nature vs Nurture
The Physical Environment
For many years, the most debated subject surrounding child development has
been around the nature vs nurture concept. Both nature and nurture have been
scientifically proven to have strong influences over the development of a child.
The argument attempts to establish which of the two, the genetics of a child
or the environment in which a child is nurtured, has a bigger and more
important impact on the resulting human adult’s characteristics. Both nurture
and nature have been scientifically proven to have strong influences over the
development of a child.
In this project, however, the focus can only be on the nurturing concept, as
nature/genetic build-up of a child is an uncontrollable factor. The
nurture/environment in which a child develops, however, still has a significant
role to play and can create both negative and positive outcomes. ‘Nurture’
includes a large variety of environmental factors that affect a child. These
include the physical environment as well as the life experiences it has because
of the parenting practices of its carers. Architecture cannot control the
upbringing of a child, but it can determine the physical environment and some
of the experiences a child can have within that physical environment. “Built
environments have both direct and symbolic impacts on children… elements
of the physical setting may influence behaviour directly by facilitating certain
activities and obstructing others.”28
Figure 1: Picasso’s Depiction of Mother and Child
28 Carol Simon Weinstein and Thomas G. David, Spaces for Children: The Built Environment and
Child Development (Place of Publication Not Identified: Springer, 2012), 6.
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The relationship between the built environment and the development of a child
still lacks the necessary research base to establish knowledge. Research
surrounding child development is largely focused on psychology. However,
some studies have been conducted which study the correlation between a
child’s mental and physical state, and the physical environment in which they
mature. The physical environment has been scientifically demonstrated to have
a “strong impact on both young children's learning and development. Welldesigned environments will allow children to explore, give them a sense of
control and will allow the children to engage in focused, self-directed play.”29

Figure 40: City Streets
Karen Harkness, "The Importance of Physical Environment in Child Care," The Record,
accessed May 24, 2018,
http://www.troyrecord.com/article/TR/20110224/NEWS/302249961.
30 Kim T. Ferguson, Rochelle C. Cassells, Jack W. MacAllister, and Gary W. Evans, “The
Physical Environment and Child Development: An International Review,” June 2013, accessed
May, 2018, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4489931/.
29

Predictability and Structure: It is scientifically demonstrated that unpredictable
environments that lack structure in design “may destabilise children’s
development because they interfere with effective proximal processes”.30
“Proximal processes are the development processes of systematic interaction
between person and environment.”31 Structure and predictability are design
features present in the design of a high-rise and would not seem likely to affect
a child if they reside predominantly within their apartment, or when outside,
"Bioecological Model," Wikipedia, August, 2018, accessed May 28, 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioecological_model.
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are usually accompanied by a parent. The apartment in which a child spends
the most time will remain predictable as it is not a foreign environment.
Chaos in the home such as noise, crowding and various disruptions to a
household’s activities is linked to lower levels of academic achievement and
socio-emotional development, including behavioural issues and signs of
internalisation such as anxiety and depression. Chaos in the household has also
been linked to lowered self-regulation as well as “learned helplessness and
lowered comprehension of social cues”.32 In a high rise, noise and crowding
are two issues that would affect a resident’s household, adding an element of
chaos to the environment, and therefore having a possible effect on children
living in the building.

of ten to twelve, children seem to be affected by crowding. It has proven to be
not so much the number of members in a family but more the number of
people in a room that has the impact. In order to cope with crowding, children
develop strategies such as withdrawn behaviour, and are likely to isolate
themselves from group situations.37

Noise: “Children’s reading abilities, cognitive development, physiological
indicators, and motivational tasks are affected by exposure to noise.”33 Noises
that children experience is predominantly traffic, music and human social
interactions. Exposure to both chronic and acute noises over a long interval
has not only been shown to affect the cognitive development of children but
also their long-term memory. Children exposed to acute and chronic noise over
a long interval create a coping mechanism, i.e. they disregard and shut out
noise. The coping mechanism consequently affects their speech and reading
development. Noise is dominant in high-rise buildings, whether it is sounds
from cars on the street below, a plane flying overhead or the voices of the
neighbours in the next apartment. Noise pollution in the high-rise typology is
a well-known problem.
Crowding: “Research demonstrates that crowding has an effect on
interpersonal behaviours, mental health, motivation, cognitive development,
and biological measures.” 34 Although more dominant in children from the ages
Kim T. Ferguson, Rochelle C. Cassells, Jack W. MacAllister, and Gary W. Evans, “The
Physical Environment and Child Development: An International Review,” June 2013, accessed
May, 2018, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4489931/.
33 Kimberly Kopko, “The Effects of the Physical Environment on Children’s Development,”
last modified May 28, 2018,
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/75a6/43bd54c3aa03cb76955e3acc45a21d9f4fce.pdf.
32

34 Kimberly Kopko, “The Effects of the Physical Environment on Children’s Development,”
last modified May 28, 2018,
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/75a6/43bd54c3aa03cb76955e3acc45a21d9f4fce.pdf.
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THE OPTIMAL ENVIRONMENT

The following six principles have been distilled from the review of theory and
practice above to define the optimal environment for children. They are low
crowding, low noise levels, unrestricted play, interaction with peers, safety and
connection with nature. These six principles, as further explained below,
provide a child with an environment which encourages a healthy development,
while also supporting their mental and physical health.
Low crowding: High levels of crowding make children withdraw from the
environment. An environment which is designed with consideration of this in
the density of the dwelling will therefore be beneficial. Lower-density dwellings
also allow for a sense of space for inhabitants, particularly parents, a need
which is highlighted in the “Children in High Rise Flats’ paper written by Jackie
Brown, Linda Hume and Helen McAllister, when a mother mentioned that
there was ‘not enough room in the flat to get away from each other”.35
Low Noise Levels: A feeling of dissatisfaction when it came to the acoustic
performance of high-rise buildings was the main concern for residents who
took part in a study in Sydney. They mentioned problems originating “from
plumbing ducts, from adjoining flats, and structure-borne noise from distant
parts of the building”.36 Both acute and chronic noises have been proven to
have negative effects on a child’s development, so an environment which is
designed to consider this would prove beneficial for both parent and child.
Unrestricted Play: Unrestricted play reduces the kinetic deprivation caused by
high-rise living on children, while improving their overall mental and physical
health. This would also ensure energy release, which is good for children, e.g.

Figure 2: A Child’s Environment
Ross King, Jackie Brown, Wendy Beaver and Ian Fell, “Children in High Rise Flats,
Waterloo-Redfern & Double Bay-Darling Point, NSW” (Research Project on Housing, Faculty
of Architecture University of Sydney, 1974), 18.
35

Ross King, Jackie Brown, Wendy Beaver and Ian Fell, “Children in High Rise Flats,
Waterloo-Redfern & Double Bay-Darling Point, NSW” (Research Project on Housing, Faculty
of Architecture University of Sydney, 1974), 17.
36
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parents from the Waterloo study mentioned children tended to misbehave due
to frustration “from boredom and lack of space”.37
Interaction with Peers: Parental interaction is ideal as it allows for stress relief
as well as building healthy, supportive relationships to create a community in
which they feel safe raising young children. These relationships will also help
to raise children, creating a support system for parents. Social interaction
between children is ideal in an environment to support healthy development.
Interaction also reduces the likelihood of creating an environment which
supports introversion, while also allowing the development of healthy social
skills and emotional intelligence. These interactions enable healthy
relationships to form. However, supervised play is essential to allow for
interactions while reducing parental anxiety and enforced parental isolation
surrounding interactions with unknown children.
Safety: Child safety is the main concern for parents, and when there is a feeling
of inadequate safety, children will become more isolated. “The parents face the
choice of taking the risk that something may happen to an unsupervised child,
or else depriving the child of his freedom and restricting him to the flat with
consequent effects on both child and parent.”38 “Levi, Ekblad, Changhui, and
Yuequin (1991) found that parents living in high-rise apartments in Beijing
showed anxiety regarding the lack of easily monitored play spaces for
children.”39 For an environment to be optimal for both parent and child, there
needs to be passive security, such as the ‘Eyes on the street’ concept mentioned
by Jane Jacobs in The Death and Life of Great American Cities.40

37 Ross King, Jackie Brown, Wendy Beaver and Ian Fell, “Children in High Rise Flats,
Waterloo-Redfern & Double Bay-Darling Point, NSW” (Research Project on Housing, Faculty
of Architecture University of Sydney, 1974), 17.
38 Ross King, Jackie Brown, Wendy Beaver and Ian Fell, “Children in High Rise Flats,
Waterloo-Redfern & Double Bay-Darling Point, NSW” (Research Project on Housing, Faculty
of Architecture University of Sydney, 1974), 17.

Connection with Nature: Any human’s connection with nature is important.
Studies have demonstrated a decrease in stress levels “roughly to the same
degree in both natural and simulated environments… it will actively help to
reduce stress and improve your well-being”.41 Furthermore, the Sydney
housing experiment found that when interviewing children, they showed a high
need for a backyard or aspect of natural surroundings, “40 out of 43 flat
dwelling children expressed the demand for such a facility”. Simulated
environments are environments that are in a controlled setting, and are a copy
of a real-world process, experience or system. Simulated environments are
most commonly used for educative purposes.
An optimal environment for a child is one with a reasonable density in
communal areas which provide areas where children can withdraw when
needed, as well as having low levels of noise. Large areas in which children can
engage in unrestrictive play, peer interaction and are safe environments with a
connection to nature are also desirable. These six categories will be a strong
driving factor for this research project, as they are all aspects which have been
proven to be important in the relationship between environment and child
development.

Kim T. Ferguson, Rochelle C. Cassells, Jack W. MacAllister, and Gary W. Evans, “The
Physical Environment and Child Development: An International Review,” June 2013, accessed
May, 2018, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4489931/.
40Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, (Britain: Pelican Books, 1964), 35.
41 Paul Keedwell, Headspace: The Psychology of City Living, (Britain: Aurum Press, 2017), 54.
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BACKGROUND DESIGN THEORY

S O C I A L

A R C H I T E C T U R E

‘Social architecture is the conscious design of an environment that encourages a desired range
of social behaviours.’42

Included in the background theory of this research project is also background
design theory. The background design theory as stated throughout these next
four sections includes key design concepts related to this design project such
as social architecture, bump spaces, the connected play concept and the
Nightingale housing concept.

“Much of the limited writing on this subject fixates on the structure of digital
spaces, such as social media networks. This focus highlights a worrisome trend
in society today: we seem to concern ourselves so much with our virtual
communities that at times we ignore the human beings who are physically in
front of us.”43 Social architecture is believed to be a developed response to
combat this unawareness.

The section ‘Social Architecture’ investigates architectural principles which
seek to improve social interactions with a building or built environment. This
section also iterates the importance of socialisation within a family but, most
importantly, externally with peers.

Social architecture looks to encourage social interactions within a space
through the use of design elements, creating areas such as bump spaces and
social stairs. This concept is relevant to the project because it aims to improve
the life quality of residents in the residential apartment building by supporting
and encouraging social interactions that act as a catalyst in improving the
mental health of residents, therefore improving life quality.

‘Bump Spaces’ expands on the social architecture section, describing one of
the most common forms of social architecture, known as ‘bump spaces’. This
section also reiterates the importance of social interactions, as well as how even
the most subtle and common spaces can be ‘bump spaces’.

With increased relationships within the building, parents can create support

The ‘Connected Play Concept’ introduces the concept of children being
connected to a communal play space. It also provides statistics to decide how
many children one child needs to connect with to successfully find an optimal
number of playmates.

systems between each other, and children can meet other playmates within the
building. These relationships allow for reduced dependency on the parent and
child relationship. “It seems essential that the people in a household have at
least a dozen people around them so that they can find the comfort and
relationships they need to sustain them during their ups and downs.”44

‘ B U M P

S P A C E S ’

“These places, wherever they may be, are more important than we often
imagine. They are the bumping spaces, the places where people come together to
meet, share ideas or local knowledge, relate to one another, get comfort, feel
connected and have the potential to co-create a vibrant world.”45
As mentioned, bump spaces are a common form of social architecture which
can be found worldwide. Bump spaces can be used in the design of the
circulation of a building or space, where circulation paths may meet to allow
people to have chance social interactions.
Design strategies which encourage social interactions can be subtle, such as a
couch in a lift lobby, or bold, such as a large open seating area. Some of the
most predominant bump zones are plazas which can be found in Spain and
Peru. These plazas use large open spaces, with methodically placed seating to

The ‘Cohousing’ section introduces the idea of cohousing and its principles
and definition. This section of research also discusses the benefits of a
cohousing community for families with children.
‘Nightingale Housing Model’ is an introduction to a revolutionary property
development process. This section also provides successful examples of
where this model has been applied.

Figure 41: Social Stairs Conceptual Sketch
"Designing with Social Architecture in Mind," Chmiel Architects, August 2016, accessed
September 2018, http://www.chmielarchitects.com/news/designing-with-social-architecturein-mind/.
43 Claudia Gatsby, “Social Architecture: A New Approach to Designing Social Spaces,”
Huffpost, December 2017, Accessed May 2018, https://www.huffpost.com/entry/socialarchitecture-a-new_b_5448130
44 Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language, (New York Oxford University Press, 1977), 378.
42
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45 “Creating Bumping Spaces Where Anything is Possible,” Nurture Development, September
2013, accessed June 2018, https://www.nurturedevelopment.org/blog/creating-bumpingspaces-where-anything-is-possible/
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C O N N E C T E D

P L A Y

C O N C E P T

C O H O U S I N G

As children develop, their access
to social interactions with other
children and adults becomes
more fundamentally important.
These meetings need to continue
outside the school and be
“complex and subtle”.48 It is
through watching and hearing
these interactions that children
learn.

Figure 42: Plaza

attract crowds of people to engage in social interactions. These plazas appear
to have no purpose or consumerism agenda.

Bump spaces do not only come in the form of strategically designed social
spaces. Examples of this are ‘communal parking areas rather than individual
garages, public spaces in high-trafficked areas, play areas for kids near seating
and amenities (shops, cafes) for adults, and other easy things’.46
The positive effects of social interactions on a human are unprecedented.
Hence, the importance of social architecture and bump spaces within
architecture in our modern society is crucial. “…Approaching this concept
through the lens of combating loneliness. The idea that shared, enjoyable
spaces that encourage people to stop and chat - even if only for a little while have a positive impact on those involved.”47

Figure 43: Connected Play Concept

“Statistical analysis shows that
for each child to have a 95 per
cent chance of reaching five such
potential playmates, each child
must be in reach of 64
households.”49 These statistics
show that for every four floors
which share a play or communal
space, there will be 124 homes
sharing the space. If it is assumed
that every family has one child,
then coincidentally each child will
have roughly ten playmates.

“It’s nice to have grown-ups who are always looking out for us. If I’ve hurt myself down in
the hall then someone always comes running. It doesn’t absolutely have to be my mom.”50

communities are able to provide co-dependency for each other, whether it is
emotional support, or the babysitting of children.

As mentioned previously, “cohousing is intentional clustered housing with
some common facilities and shared neighbourhood life. Cohousing
communities are created and run by their residents. Each household has a selfcontained, private home but residents come together to manage their
community and share activities. Cohousing counters the alienation and
isolation many people experience today, systematically building on timehonoured practices of the neighbourly support that are found in historic
communities the world over.”51

Cohousing in today’s society is seen as a response to modern-day hyperindividualism as communities are increasingly being diminished.
‘Bofaelleskabar’ is the original Danish word for cohousing, which translates as
‘living community’. Cohousing was designed for two purposes, “to increase the
quality of cohousers’ social life and to lessen the burden of everyday life, while
increasing free-time at home”.53

According to the Cohousing Association of America, the first cohousing
development was designed and built in Copenhagen, Denmark, by a Danish
architect who was also a psychologist. The inspiration for the housing design
is believed to have originated from the 1967 article, Every Child should have 100
Parents by Bodil Graae. This article also inspired Hildur Jackson to become a
cohousing resident and pioneer. She “acknowledges how the power of living
in a community serves children. And how community made it possible for her
as a mother to be active in, amongst others, the setting up of the Global
Ecovillage Network.”52
Cohousing has been proven to be advantageous in the raising of children. It is
common for solo parents to join cohousing communities. Its lifestyle provides
an ideal support system for raising their children. Families within cohousing

“Cohousing,” May 2017, Accessed May 2018, https://fasiha.github.io/post/co-housing/
"What Is Cohousing?" Cohousing NZ, 2015, accessed September 4, 2018,
http://cohousing.org.nz/what-cohousing.
52 Hildur Jackson, “Children need 100 Parents,” Medium, 2007, Accessed May 2019,
https://medium.com/@gaiaeducation/children-need-100-parents-bf224a7c2418
50

“Bumping Spaces and Creating Community,” Panuku Development Auckland, May 2108,
Accessed July 2018, https://www.panuku.co.nz/bumping-spaces-and-building-community
47 “How best to Bump: Designing Spaces to Encourage Conversation,” Bromford Lab, April
2016, Accessed May 2018, http://www.bromfordlab.com/lab-diary/bumpingabout
46

Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language, (New York Oxford University Press, 1977), 427.
49 Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language, (New York Oxford University Press, 1977), 345.
48

53

51

Figure 44: Cohousing Design

53 Matthieu Lietaert, “Cohousing’s Relevance to Degrowth Theories,” Journal of Cleaner
Production, 2010, Accessed May 2019, https://degrowth.org/wpcontent/uploads/2011/05/lietart_cohousing-and-degrowth.pdf
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NIGHTINGALE HOUSING MODEL
The Nightingale Housing Model looks to construct financially,
environmentally and socially sustainable multi-residential buildings. It is a
design response to the over-priced living of today’s society, as well as the social
disconnect of the suburbs. Many residents in suburbs in the outskirts of
Melbourne, Australia, do not know their neighbours. The modern-day home
removes the simple ‘bump spaces’ which usually exist in suburban living.
Residents can now drive into their garages and walk through a door into their
homes without seeing or speaking to anyone. This suburban model is pushing

future residents to tweak and change the design to be custom-fit to the needs
of the future inhabitants.

removed to expose thermal mass, and light-courts added with ferneries to assist
with the ventilation and cooling of the building.

The first project designed and built using the Nightingale principles was ‘The
Commons’, located in Brunswick, Melbourne, Australia. This project was
started by six architects, who all contributed to the investment and design. The
Nightingale model’s design features are similar to the cohousing model. The
only difference is that the Nightingale model consists of one building filled
with apartments which share communal facilities, while the cohousing model’s
communal spaces facilitate multiple housing buildings.

Each apartment is designed with the needs rather than the wants of the future
resident in mind. Because of this, the apartments are designed to be able to be
changed over time by residents. The recycled materials also allow for
individuality in each apartment.

Figure 46: The Nightingale Property Development Model

people closer to a life of isolation and social disconnect. The Nightingale
Housing Model seeks to combat this.
Unlike any other property development model, the Nightingale model seeks to
democratise the capital, “taking away the guy who only cares about the
return”,54 the developer. By removing the developer, the model consists of the
investors, the architect and the future residents. “The architect, therefore, takes
direction from who would live in the building, in a curated and controlled
way.”55 The architect controls the outcome, while asking questions from the
Figure 45: The Nightingale Model
54 Jeremy McLeod, “Breathe Architecture/The Nightingale Principle,” Vimeo, April 2018,
Accessed April 2019, https://vimeo.com/266504331

55 Jeremy McLeod, “Breathe Architecture/The Nightingale Principle,” Vimeo, April 2018,
Accessed April 2019, https://vimeo.com/266504331
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Figure 47: The Nightingale Model Concept Sketch

Using the motto, ‘build less, give more’, this model cuts costs, with no money
spent on a developer, marketing and display suites. Because of this, the saved
money can be spent on quality fixings such as double glazing, solar panels, and
a landscaped roof space. ‘The Commons’ not only cuts costs in the
development process, but also in the design process. Each building designed
under the Nightingale model by Breathe Architects makes design decisions to
cut costs and increases the overall sustainability of the building. These design
decisions include bike storage instead of underground parking, individual
laundries replaced by a communal laundry, air conditioning replaced with
natural ventilation, recycled materials used throughout the apartments, ceilings

Figure 48: The Commons

The Commons was the first of many Nightingale-modelled property
developments. The communal facilities throughout the building provide
informal bump spaces for residents to meet and socialise. The rooftop laundry
is possibly the most successful communal space, as the space has purpose and
is therefore usually inhabited. Because of the communal spaces throughout the
building, the living quality of the residents is high, and there is an overwhelming
sense of community throughout the building. In 2014, the Commons won 14
architectural awards covering sustainability and living quality.
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Figure 49: The Commons Laundry Space

Figure 50: Nightingale 1

Named as a revolution, the Nightingale model of a successful urban housing
scheme provides an optimal solution to population growth. It demonstrates
how it is possible to design and build urban property developments with the
needs of the future inhabitants, rather than profit, as its core values. It is also
an example of an economic alternative for the design and construction of
multi-residential buildings within a city. Architecture can be more than just
profit, it can provide meaning and create communities. The lack of design
emphasis on young families in high-rise buildings does not have to be governed
by a developer’s need of profit, and the Nightingale model highlights this.
Successful, sustainable and socially supportive urban housing is not impossible.
As Jeremy McLeod, the pioneer of Nightingale, states, “property development
is supposed to be about providing housing… but it isn’t, it’s about money
making. As architects, that is not why we should be interested. We should be
about the people.”56
Jeremy McLeod, “Breathe Architecture/The Nightingale Principle,” Vimeo, April 2018,
Accessed April 2019, https://vimeo.com/266504331
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Figure 51: Nightingale 3
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B R I E F

The brief of this design project is to investigate by design research ways to
mitigate the deleterious effects of a high-rise building on young families living
there. The first design stage of the research project attempts to redesign an
existing high-rise apartment building, to discover design solutions which can
help improve the living quality of young families occupying the building.
The second phase of the design project extends the attempted mitigation by
designing a new building on the same site, using the knowledge gained from
the redesign of the existing building.

DESIGN

Figure 53: Sketch of a High-Rise Building
59
Figure 52: Children Playing
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S I T E
Victoria Park

The Auckland metropolitan was surveyed, and 2 potential sites were identified.
These were the Zest apartment building located at 72 Nelson Street, and the
Empire apartment building located at 21 Whitaker Place. The Empire
apartment building was rejected however, due to their proximity to the
University. Its proximity to the University meant that the building would be
more likely to house university students than young families. 72 Nelson street,
however, is located in an area on the outskirts of the main CBD. The Zest
apartments are situated between multiple high-rise residential buildings, and
the number of residential buildings is increasing. This zone is increasingly
becoming popular with young families due to its proximity to kindergartens,
schools and parks. Due to the increase in young families occupying this area of
the city, 72 Nelson street was identified as an ideal location for this research
project.

Childcare Centre

Albert Park
Princes Street
Childcare
Centre

Campbell Free
Kindergarten

Myers Park
KiNZ Early Learning
Centre

Upon further investigation, these Nelson Street apartments are a fair
representation of the high-rise apartment living conditions which young
families are exposed to. There is visual proof of the presence of young children
among those who reside there. Children’s toys, prams and highchairs can be
seen stacked out on the balconies adorning the otherwise insipid façades of the
building.
The location of this apartment also appears optimal as it isolates itself from
any education institute, consequently it is less likely to have large numbers of
students as its inhabitants. Zest apartments additionally presents itself as an
ideal candidate for young families with its ideal location, surrounded by
childcare centres, as well as access to three playgrounds and nearby parks.

Adult’s Best
Childcare Centre

Kinder Care
Learning
Centre
Honey Bees
Preschool

Western Park

Auckland Girls’ Grammar
School Childcare Centre

Walking Distances:

Figure 54: Site Context Map
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Figure 55: Site Context

Adult’s Best Childcare Centre: 4 minutes
Honey Bees Preschool: 4 minutes Myers Park: 9 minutes
Victoria Park: 10 minutes
Campbell Free Kindergarten: 10 minutes KiNZ Early Learning
Centre: 12 minutes
Childcare Centre: 12 minutes
Auckland Girls’ Grammar School Childcare Centre: 13 minutes
Kinder Care Learning Centre: 14 minutes
Albert Park: 17 minutes
Princes Street Childcare Centre: 18 minutes
Western Park: 21 minutes
62

DESIGN
The design phase of this project is split into two sections. The first section
(design phase one) is located in appendix 2 and focuses on the retrofit of an
existing high-rise apartment building. The conclusions drawn from ‘design
phase one’ have subsequently fed into the design trajectory and final design
outcome of ‘design phase two’.

D E S I G N P H A S E O N E (See Appendix 2.0)
Redesigning of the building
Figure 56: Site Plan

Figure 59: Photo of Balcony with
Children’s Toys

The Zest building is 15 storeys high. Each level consists of 36 apartments,
with the whole building housing 396 households.

Figure 58: Exploded Axonometric of the Existing Building

The design is simple and modular. The circulation system throughout the
building is basic and does not focus on any human social interaction. This
building can be seen as an efficiency machine, designed by a developer to fit as
many apartments as possible onto a small footprint, and lacks understanding
of its effects and the overall life quality of the residents inside. The main points
of social congregation within the building are the lift shafts, fire stairs, small
entrance lobby and street entrance of the building.

DESIGN PHASE TWO
New Building Design

Figure 60: Photos of Existing Zest Apartment Building

Figure 57: Site Analysis
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Phase one of design for this research project focuses on the redesign of an
existing residential apartment building in which families live. By studying an
existing building, design problems which families face in the high-rise typology
will become evident. By redesigning the studied existing building, solutions can
be found to minimise and solve problems facing these families. This design
phase is for research purposes and will allow for a better understanding of the
design problems which currently exist between the relationship of the built
environment and families.

Phase two of design for this research project focuses on the design of a highrise building which incorporates families with young children. Phase two will
take research discovered in phase one of design and apply it to the design
decisions made for the new design. The new design will use the same site as
phase one and look to challenge the existing building and its typology.
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NEW BUILDING DESIGN

Phase two of design of this research project focuses on the design of a highrise building which incorporates families with young children. Phase two takes
research findings from ‘Phase One’ of the design (see appendix 2) and applies
them in design decisions made for the new design. The new design uses the
same site as phase one and look to challenge the existing building and its
typology.
The key strategies derived from background research and the design process
undertaken in phase one were: communal spaces, bump spaces, access to
nature and open air, areas to be creative, and overlooking terraces to provide
security. This redesign has attempted to tackle some of the issues faced by
young families in high-rise apartments.

DESIGN PHASE TWO
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Figure 61: Penang Street Art
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INVESTIGATION OF HIGH–RISE
TYPOLOGY FORMS

SITE STUDY: SUNLIGHT

TERRACED DESIGN TYPOLOGY

Placing anything along the east-west axis of the site consequently shades a large
part of the site. Ideally, apartments would not be placed along this axis, as the
sunlight entering those dwellings would not be adequate for a comfortable
living space.

N

Most high-rise typologies are predominantly influenced by sunlight and the
efficiency of the layout of the apartments within the building. Developers aim
to increase the efficiency of the building by maximising the amount of area
that can produce income (habitable space) and reduce the amount of nonincome space (circulation space between the apartments).

E

N

Most often habitable spaces are located within the centre of the building
where the building receives no sunlight, such as circulation spaces, e.g.
corridors, lifts, lift lobbies and staircases. Because of this, circulation spaces
are generally left unoccupied.

S

11:00

Typology Form Design
W

In keeping with principles identified in background theory and precedents, the
housing hill typology is relevant to this project, due to its increase in vertical
connection as the vertical axis increases in height over a gradient. The visual
and auditory connection is maintained between neighbours while privacy is still
present. The terraced layout also maintains the street-like ambience of the
ground with the continuation of visual and auditory connection between peers
throughout the building.
Applying this concept to the design of the high-rise apartment building,
auditory and visual connection will be maintained within the vertical
component of the building, and play spaces, which can be intermittent
throughout the roofs of the design, will also maintain the ‘eyes on the street’
concept. This concept is also similar to the design strategies of overlooking
terraces to provide surveillance, which were discussed in design phase one (see
appendix 2.0).

Figure 64: Sun Study of the Site 11:00
W
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Figure 63: Site Plan

The mass design for the existing site is predominantly site-driven, with
sunlight on the site affected by the surrounding high-rise buildings.
W
Figure 62: Existing High-Rise Typologies

Figure 65: Sun Study of the Site 13:00
Figure 67:Shenye TaiRan Building - Example of a Terraced High-Rise Building
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This layout also allows sunlight to hit the facades of the building directly,
ensuring sunlight to each apartment. The presence of sunlight in the communal

Figure 66: Sloped Housing
Conceptual Sketch

DESIGN PROCESS

area creates a warm and inviting space, and the risk of the spaces becoming
derelict and unpopulated is reduced.

Figure 68: Visual Proximity of Sloped Housing
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GENERATING FORMS
Expanding on the concept of terraced apartments as previously mentioned, an
investigation was undertaken to generate forms which encompassed the design
strategy of terracing. The key factor driving this generation of forms was
sunlight. Sunlight into spaces and how unlit spaces become unoccupied and
derelict were identified as important factors in previous background theory and
precedent research, for example, Unité d’Habitation.
Below are some of many forms generated using the terraced high-rise typology.
Generated Form 1:

The sloped design staggers
around a pivot, to allow
apartments
to
gain
maximum sunlight on the
east side of the site. The west
side however receives less sunlight, with the lower
apartments receiving a lot less due to the shading
caused by the staggered design.

This design leads to many design options, such as continually rotating around
the pivot to generate a ‘spiralled helix’ form of a tower.

Generated Form 2:
One pyramid-like mass is more efficient than two
on the site, as the larger base allows for a longer
gradient, resulting in a taller building design, and
then more apartments. This form also is more
efficient in the use of sunlight from the east and
west sides of the site.

Generated Form 3:

The two pyramid-like masses allow maximum use of
the east and west sunlight on the facades of the
buildings. Their staggered placement on the site
reduces the shading caused on each building due to
the presence of the other. This form creates a large
amount of uninhabitable space in the middle of the building.

Generated Form 4:

Generated Form 6:

D E S I G N
Stacked pyramid design form is constrained by the size
of the site which is not very big. The surrounding
space at the bottom of the building still gains sunlight
and is only shaded on each side for one half of a day.
Diagonal stacking allows roofs to be used as balconies,
decks, play spaces and communal areas.

&

F O R M

T E S T I N G

From this investigation, several forms were chosen and further developed as
‘design tests’. These ‘design tests’ were further investigated to examine the pros
and cons for each form, so that they could then be used as input for the final
design outcome of this project.
The ‘design tests’ are less detailed and, therefore, less realistic concepts, with
their purpose being to contribute design strategies to the final outcome.

Generated Form 7:
One diagonal, stacked building would gain the
optimum amount of sunlight on the site;
however, the form’s small footprint in
comparison to the site means wasted space at ground
floor. To have a reasonable number of apartments, the
tower would have to be unrealistically high.

A curved and sloped form allows more usable
space on the ground floor of the building. The
building curves to the north side of the site to
reduce shading to the rest of the building.
Shading still occurs within the curve point on the
eastern façade of the building. The apartments
backing onto the north side will also receive less
light than those running along the north-south axis.

Generated Form 5:
Two stacked towers allow sunlight onto each
façade. The towers are double-apartment thick,
allowing more apartments per square metre on the
site. This, however, results in the apartments receiving
sunlight on one rather than two sides of the building, with
daylight hitting one façade of an apartment and daylight on the other façade of
each apartment.

Figure 69: Generated Computer Models
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D E S I G N

T E S T

1
The spiralled helix design has terraces which wrap around one core.

Spiralled Helix
Lower apartment
becomes garden and
play space for units.
Second apartment
will receive less light
than the first.

Pros:
- Each unit has its own
balcony space
- Vertical connection between
residents with the spiralled terracing
- Staircases between terraces allow children to
roam and play
- Windows facing the terraces allow informal
security of children
- Kindergarten and space at ground floor for
play space

Figure 71: Balcony Perspective

Figure 79: Sky Bridge Perspective
Figure 73: Floor plan Design

By stacking multiple helixes, there is less wasted space between terraces.

Figure 78: Two Tower Connecting
Concept with Connecting Sky Bridges

To allow both
apartments to have
more sunlight the
unit floor plans
become awkward.

Cons:
- Sunlight into
apartments closer
to the core is
difficult.
- Space above and
below the terraces
is wasted space,
which could be
used for more
apartments.

Figure 76: 1 Helix, 2 Helixes and Helix Alternative

Figure 74: Developed Floor plan Design

Awkward angled terraces
are formed – floor plans
for units are less
complicated.
Figure 72: Kindergarten at Ground
Level

Figure 70: Spiralled Helix Concept

Figure 77: Sketch of Building Perspective
Figure 75: Developed Floor plan Design
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D E S I G N

T E S T

2

Alternating Spaces
Pros:
- Shared play spaces per four levels
- Four levels allow parents to still be
able to have a visual and audio
connection with the children below.
- Apartments frame the lower play
spaces, allowing informal security of
the children below.
- Shared rooftop garden functions as
a play space and vegetable garden.

Cons:
- Sunlight into the play spaces
proves insufficient.
Figure 83. Rooftop Garden
Figure 85: Perspective of Repeated Pattern

Figure 81: Perspective of Shared Outdoor Space
Figure 80: Alternating Spaces Concept

Figure 84: Diagram of 20 Units Sharing 1 Outdoor Space

Figure 86: Section of 4 Storey Module

Figure 82: Layout Design
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T E S T

3

Rotating Spaces
Pros:
- Every unit has an outdoor space
which can be used as a play space
- Stairs connect between outdoor
play spaces which allow children
and residents to roam supervised.
-Two-storey unit design means
that there is less of a chance of
internal bedrooms, and there is
more light penetration into the
building.
- This design is flexible, and is
able to have multiple different
balconies or apartments per floor.
Cons:
- Sunlight into the play spaces
may prove to be insufficient, as
they can be shaded by the
balconies above.
- Connectivity between play
spaces may cause security issues.
- Full 360 degrees of apartments
mean that some apartments will
Figure 87: Rotating Spaces Concept

be located on the south side of the site, meaning that
they would receive less sunlight than other
apartments.

Figure 90: Outdoor Play Space and Balcony Perspective

Figure 88: Sketch of Rooftop

Rooftop Potential
The rooftop of the building has potential to become
an outdoor space shared by residents.
The rooftop space could also be used for solar
panels for a more sustainable design.

Figure 91: Rough Sketch of Two Storey Apartment Module
Figure 89: Floor Plan Layouts

Figure 92: Rough Section
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T E S T

4

Roof Space

Housing Hill
Pros:
- Every unit has an outdoor space which can be used as a play space.
- Stairs connect between outdoor play spaces which allow children and
residents to roam while supervised.
- The two-storey unit design means that there is less chance of internal
bedrooms, and more chance of light penetration into the building.
- With the apartments located on the western and eastern sides of the
building, every apartment will have adequate sunlight.

Figure 97: Sketch of Top View

Cons:

Balconies

- Sunlight into the rest of the building may prove insufficient.
- Connectivity between play spaces may cause security issues.
- The design creates a lot of space inside which cannot be used for residential
purposes.
- Most of the outdoor balconies are small in size.
- Every time the building gets taller, the footprint of the building gets bigger
to maintain the slope of the building.

Figure 93: Housing Hill Concept

-The roof space is able to provide a
large communal outdoor area.
- This space can also be used for
communal gardens.
- The roof top space provides
unrestricted outdoor play in which
children can interact with their peers
from throughout the building.
- By making this space function for
both children and adults, parents can
supervise their children.

Figure 94: Level 1 with Balconies of Simplest
Configuration

Figure 95: Level 2 with Balconies of Simplest
Configuration

- The roofs of units become the balconies of the
units above.
- Each unit has its own balcony space.
- Residents are able to visually and verbally connect
with their neighbours below and across from
balconies.
- Pergolas with planting such as vines allow some
privacy for the balcony spaces.

Figure 98: Sketch of Balcony Units

Figure 96: Level 3 with Balconies of Simplest
Configuration
Figure 99: Section of Building
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C O N C E P T

D E V E L O P M E N T
In conclusion, design test 3 was
chosen for further development
due to several successful design
strategies.
These
strategies
included its design optimising its
use of sunlight for the current site,
as well as its provision of
communal spaces for the
residential units.
The terraced façade of the building
creates an animated environment
for children and adults living in the
building. A floor plan investigation
has been conducted to design
apartment floor plans which are
optimised for young families
residing within the building.

Figure 100: Chosen Housing Hill Concept

F L O O R

P L A N

D E S I G N :

Figure 101: ‘Fish Scale’ Apartment Layout Concept

Through the generation of forms, the ‘fish scale’ pattern proves to be effective,
allowing light to enter the apartment through two facades. Although this
pattern does not allow for as many apartments per floor, it removes the need
for internal bedrooms, allows sunlight to enter most rooms of the apartment,
and creates a habitable outdoor space for each apartment. When putting the
needs of the inhabitants above the economics of a high-profit output of the
building, this option seems most viable.

REALMS OF THE HOUSEHOLD:

BED ALCOVES:

“In a house for a small family, it is the relationship between children and adults
which is most critical.”57 As stated by Christopher Alexander in A Pattern
Language, to keep sanity within a nuclear family, it is important to have a place
for children, a place for adults, and a gradient in between. This does not mean
the exclusion of parents or children from different areas of the house; it instead
means that both parents and children have a territory which they can call their
own, and adults are visitors to a child’s realm as much as children are visitors
to the adults’ realm.

The ‘bed alcove’ is a concept developed by Christopher Alexander in his book,
A Pattern Language, in which he mentions how “the valuable space around the
bed is good for nothing except access to the bed”58. To solve this, Christopher
Alexander proposes that beds should be placed into an alcove set off a room
with a non-sleeping function.

Figure 103: A Bed Alcove as shown in ‘A Pattern Language’

APARTMENT SIZE FOR A FAMILY:
The current amount of area in an apartment is insufficient for a family. As
mentioned previously, the issue of a nuclear family being compacted into the
small confines of an apartment places a strain on all relationships within the
household. Because of this, the amount of area per apartment is increased
compared to the previously existing building. The area will be increased to
satisfy a family enough to keep them sane. To keep the design as economical
as possible while placing more emphasis on the mental wellbeing of the
inhabitants, the floor area of each apartment will be the approximated
minimum at which a family is still able to function.

Figure 102: Diagram of the Connection between the Two Realms as seen in ‘A Pattern
Language’

The common area between the children’s realm and the parents’ realm allows
for the natural extension of the child’s realm, acting as a buffer zone so that it
does not encroach upon the adults’ realm.

DUAL FUNCTION OF SPACES:
Because apartments are generally tight on space, each square metre needs to be
functional. Consequently, spaces should be designed to have a duality of
functions, especially circulation spaces. This not only makes sure that the
design of an apartment is efficient but also makes spaces more flexible for the
inhabitants.
57
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Alexander, Christopher. A Pattern Language. (New York Oxford University Press), 1977, 382.

These bed alcoves create small spaces within the house which each person can
call their own. For privacy, the bed alcove is separated from the common space
by a curtain. Bed alcoves also need a window to ventilate these small spaces.

APARTMENT DESIGN:
The layout of the apartment is double storey, allowing for maximum sunlight
to enter the bedrooms as well as the communal areas of the house. The openplan kitchen, dining and living allows children to play in the living and balcony
area while a parent can work in the kitchen, sit at the dining table or watch TV
while supervising the children playing.
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Alexander, Christopher. A Pattern Language. (New York Oxford University Press), 1977, 382.
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The second level uses the placement of the family bathroom between the
child’s realm and the parents’ realm to separate the two, while also creating a
buffer zone with the hallway. The hallway allows for the natural extension of
the child’s realm, without it interfering with the parents’ realm.

Rearranging the toilet
and the storage of the
parents’ realm lets the
room become more
functional for other
purposes. Removing
the small ensuite from
the parents’ room and
using it instead as a
toilet for the use of the
household will be more
beneficial with four
Figure 105: Second Floor Development 1
people
using
the
communal facilities. The double bed, however, does not work in an alcove for
the obvious reasons of the uncomfortable arrangement of having to clamber
over another into the bed, as well as the awkward task of making the bed.
Placing the bed in an alcove, with enough room around the bed so that it is
just accessible is far more practical. Moving the toilet and the storage to the
other side of the layout also means that the sunlight is not wasted on rooms
which do not need it.

Figure 107: Alternative Single Storey Floor Plan Concept

Second-storey apartments can be viewed as problematic by developers due to
the stairs being seen as a waste of space. Experimenting with and rearranging
this floorplan to make the layout single storey, while also keeping to the same
room dimensions, does not save space due to the corridors or circulation space
needed to reach all rooms in the house. Therefore, a double-storey floorplan
is more practical.

Figure 104: Floor Plan Design Concept: First Floor and Second Floor

The child’s realm has the beds in an alcove, with bunk beds to save space.
Children up to the age of five tend not to mind sharing rooms. The top bunk
bed extends to a small amount of mezzanine space which can connect to a
tunnel to the downstairs balcony, creating a second circulation space for
children.

Figure 106: Second Floor Development 2
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CHILDREN’S REALM
The optimal location for the children’s realm is at the back of the house so that
it does not impede on the adult realm, as well as having a reasonable distance
to buffer noise. This space serves as a play space for children.

The best way to create flexibility for all child options, as well as changes in
needs as children grow older, is to have a flexible floorplan which can change
to meet the needs of alternative combinations. The best way for the floorplan
to be flexible is by using removable walls. These walls can be changed or
removed by the family living in the apartment to suit their family composition.
This creates a range of different possibilities. Using cavity sliding doors
increases the amount of usable space.

ROOM FLEXIBILITY:

The small bed alcoves support a child’s want for a small enclosed space,
creating a makeshift child-cave for each child.

Because the scope of this project is for children under five years old, the child’s
realm needs to reflect better the different possible alternatives. The house is
designed for two children, but there could be a variety of alternatives such as
two young children, a young child and a toddler, two toddlers, a toddler and a
baby or two babies. Currently, the design is capable of two alternatives – two
young children or a young child and a toddler. The bunk bed design is not fit
for two toddlers. A toddler using the top bunk would be unsafe because he/she
would have to climb the ladder to get to the top bunk.

BABY + BABY ALTERNATIVE:

REMOVABLE WALLS DESIGN:

CHANGE
TABLE

5000 mm

STORAGE

COT
1500 mm

2000 mm

Figure 108: Children’s Realm Floor Plan

Each bed alcove allows a child to have a small area in the house to call their
own. Curtains divide the bed alcoves from the common space, creating privacy.
Each bed alcove also has a window which allows the small spaces to receive
adequate light and ventilation.

1500 mm

The children’s realm consists of bed alcoves set off a common play space. The
common play space is a blank canvas space with room for children to play. A
large amount of storage in the wardrobe allows for the storage of toys and
personal belongings.

COT

Figure 110: Child’s Realm Floor Plan with Removable Walls

Figure 109: Exploded Axonometric of Children’s Realm
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CHANGE
TABLE

Figure 111: Baby & Baby Floor Plan Alternative

The floor plan for a two-baby alternative offers an abundance of storage space
for prams, high chairs etc. By using the removable walls to create two rooms,
the two babies are separated, and the chance of one waking the other is
reduced. Each room offers a changing table and a seating area. The floor can
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CHILD

+

CHILD

ALCOVE

ALCOVE

&

BED

BED

COMMON
PLAY
SPACE

COMMON
PLAY
SPACE

BED

ALCOVE

ALCOVE

PLAY
SPACE

BED

STORAGE

BABY + TODDLER ALTERNATIVE:

TODDLER + CHILD
ALTERNATIVE:

TODDLER + TODDLER ALTERNATIVE:

STORAGE

also be used as a crawl space. The bunk bed areas convert to a large storage
area.

COT

STORAGE

Figure 113: Toddler & Toddler Floor Plan Alternative
CHANGE
TABLE

Figure 112: Baby & Toddler Floor Plan Alternative

For the toddler and baby alternative, the alcove walls remove to open up a
common play space for the toddler. The removable wall that divides the room
stays in place to reduce the likelihood of either the toddler or baby disturbing
each other’s sleep patterns. The bunk bed alcove on the ground is usable by
the toddler, while the top bunk bed alcove becomes a place for storage.

Figure 114: Toddler & Child, Child & Child Floor Plan Alternative

The toddler and toddler alternative removes the removable wall which divides
the space. This results in having two-bed alcoves on the ground floor
connecting to a common play-space. The top bunk bed alcove remains as a
storage area until one of the children is old enough to inhabit that space.
Storage cupboards and drawers can be added, removed and moved around by
the inhabitants.
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Once a child reaches the age of four, the top bed bunk alcove can be inhabited,
and the final removable walls can be removed. This opens the space to a larger
common play space, and each child has their own bunk bed alcove space to
call their own. The age of four and up is universally seen as an appropriate age
for a child to use a bunk bed, as they have better-developed motor functions
and therefore can safely climb up and down stairs or a ladder with a much
lower risk of serious injury.
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D E S I G N

D E C I S I O N

After further development, it was decided that the current design was
problematic due to the amount of space wasted within the middle section of
the building. This space would also get very little or no sunlight, making the
space uninhabitable. Although this could be occupied by commercial space,
the majority of the building would consequently have more commercial than
residential space. As noted in Unite d’Habitation, residents gain a feeling of
insecurity when public space is mixed within residential spaces. This could also
consequently create uncertainty around children’s safety in the minds of
parents.
Commercial space also does not generate as much money as residential space.
Although this project takes a life quality over financial gain stance, there still
needs to be a reasonable amount of realism.

Figure 99: Section of Building
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HIGH-RISE TYPOLOGY DESIGN

Figure 117: Design Sketch

The accessway provides an
ideal location for residents
to access the site, without
being
too
public.
Consequently, the core of
the building should ideally
be located to the southern
side of the site for ease of
access.

Figure 115: 3D Sketch View of Site

With the redesign of the high-rise typology, it becomes undeniably clear that
the neighbouring buildings to the site will govern the form of the final
outcome. The neighbouring buildings to the site govern how much sunlight
reaches the site, because of this the form must conform to the heights, sizes
and distances of these neighbouring buildings.

Figure 118: Lighting Implications Sketch

Due to the buildings located
on two boundaries, the site
does not receive light from
the southwest or the
southeast. Because of this no
residential units can be
placed
along
these
boundaries below the height
of 60 to 65 meters.

Figure 120: Design Development Sketch

Where the site gets no light on
the
south-eastern
side,
skybridges can be used to
connect apartments.

To respond to the building on
the south-western boundary,
tiered housing faces west to
take advantage of the sunlight.
The tiered design keeps to the
design strategy previously
mentioned, allowing optimal
light, spaces and supervision of these play spaces.

A secondary entry has been added for
a kindergarten on the bottom floor.
This provides two entries to the site,
one for the kindergarten and the other
for residents. The kindergarten entry
can also be used by residents. The
Figure 121: Space Planning Sketch
concept of a kindergarten on the
bottom floor encompassing a courtyard was developed from the Ramona
apartments precedent.
In keeping with the ideals identified in background theory and precedents, the
design uses tiered housing to connect to communal outdoor spaces throughout
the building. The tiered housing encompasses a communal courtyard, which
can be used as a bump space.

Figure 116: Site Conditions Sketch

The two neighbouring buildings against the boundary of the site are 60 and 65
metres high and are located on the eastern and southern boundaries. There is
an existing accessway between buildings on the southern side of the site.

Figure 122: Space Planning Sketch

Figure 123: Tiered Housing Planning Sketch

Figure 119: Process Sketches
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With wings being parallel to each
other, sun is blocked from hitting the
facades on the inner walls of the
courtyard light well from the eastern
and western sides.
To combat this, the levels have been
changed so that the eastern and
western wings are offset.

Figure 127: Light Implications Sketch

The main circulation and
stairs running through the
middle of the building
Figure 124: Planning Development Sketch

Figure 128: Section Sketch with Circulation Shaded

The existing building on the site uses exterior
breezeways to access apartments. This is not
ideal, as the breezeways would impact the
amount of sunlight entering the windows located
below them.

provide an opportunity to connect with the
Figure 129: Sketch of Common Stairs
outside, while also providing an exterior
circulation between apartments and communal play spaces.

The terraced design with connections will
require structural columns to offset the
number of levels. This gap between levels
allows the residential units to all have
outdoor play spaces.

Figure 125: Apartment Planning Sketch

The chosen layout is for a main circulation route
to cut between the apartments. This allows more
chances of social interaction, and is less of a
solitary living design.

The structural columns can be used to grow
plants such as vines, to create a more
authentic outdoor connection to nature.
Figure 130: Conceptual Elevation Sketch

Figure 126: Sketch
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Figure 190: Photos of Conceptual Model Showing
Building Form
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HIGH-RISE FORM DESIGN

Figure 131: Tiered Housing Module with
Communal Spaces

Figure 132: Circulation of each Module

The current design consists of tiered
housing rotating around the main
circulation core located on the south side
of the building. Residential units tier
downwards towards shared communal
spaces. A number of sky bridges penetrate
the building, connected to the core and
providing the main circulation for the
building. The decision to use skybridges
was due to the impracticality of the main
use of stairs throughout the building. The
need for disabled access within the
building is an important need due to the
number of mothers living in the building,
and using prams for young children.

Figure 150: Conceptual Perspective of Social Stairs

The stairs down to the communal play spaces and connecting to the different
residential units have been identified as an important circulation path. To
encourage the use of this circulation path, as well as utilise this space as a bump
space, these stairs have been designed as social stairs. The social stairs will
provide socialisation space connected to the circulation space, encouraging
social interactions within the module of residential apartments. Like the stairs
used in Via Verde, these stairs will be painted with colours and art to encourage
their use as a main circulation source.

These skybridges provide opportunities for
residents to socialise and create optimal
bump spaces. These skybridges will also
like, Via Verde, encourage residents to be
more active throughout the building.
Although the skybridges appear long in
length, the longest distance to an apartment
from the core is sixty metres. Sixty metres
is equal to less than a minute walk.

At this stage in the design process, the entire form of the high-rise residential
building was not being determined, just the main shaft of the building.

Figure 134: Conceptual Space Planning
Drawing

Figure 133: Exploded Axonometric of Form
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SUN STUDY – OFFSET DESIGN
To determine the adequate distance for the stacked levels to be offset, an
extensive sun study was undertaken. Using the winter solstice, (22nd of June
2019), as well as the equinox (23rd of September 2019), an optimal distance of
nine metres between each module was determined.
Nine metres allows the optimal amount of sunlight to penetrate through the
gaps in the façade, and hit the building façade behind. This distance also allows
the communal spaces to have a less claustrophobic atmosphere from the
residential units above.

Figure 135: 8:30am Winter Equinox Sun Study
Perspective and Elevation

Figure 136: 10:30am Winter Equinox Sun Study
Perspective and Elevation

Figure 137: 12:30pm Winter Equinox Sun Study
Perspective and Elevation

Figure 138: 2:30pm Winter Equinox Sun Study
Perspective and Elevation

Figure 139: 4:30pm Winter Equinox Sun Study
Perspective and Elevation

Figure 140: Conceptual Axonometric of Tiered Housing Design Highlighting Main Access Points
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P L A N

D E S I G N

The communal balconies are designed to be blank canvases for each residence.
Residents can decide whether they want lawns, pot plants or play facilities for
children. Residents are responsible for the upkeep of their own outdoor space;
for example, a family who may want a low-maintenance space can choose to
have no grass, or a low-maintenance grass type. This design also allows for a
large amount of storage, which was a common complaint of young families
living in apartments from the Sydney housing research project.59

Due to the diversity of families likely to reside in the building, like the Ramona
Apartments, there needs to be more than one apartment configuration to meet
the needs of the different families. To address this, the building will have an
apartment design for families with one or two infants, as well as an apartment
designed for one or two toddlers, one toddler, or one toddler and one infant.
The apartments designed for toddlers will have an outdoor play space for
children to connect to the outdoors and expend built-up energy in a safe
environment. The infant apartments will be located under the toddler
apartments and will have an outdoor balcony and no play space. As a child
grows and is physically able and needs more space for play and development
of motor skills, the family is able to move into a toddler apartment. These floor
plan designs have been informed by the previous background research
conducted surrounding the child realm, adult realm, floor plan design for
young families, and flexible apartment design.

Access into the apartment is through the outdoor play space. This is so that
the chance for socialisation is higher between neighbours, and residents are
forced to connect with their exterior environment rather than being isolated.

INFANT APARTMENT DESIGN
Due to the configuration of the building design, the infant floor plan is larger
than the toddler floor plan with a size of seven metres by 10 metres. This is
because light can only enter through one wall of the apartment, resulting in the
bedrooms and living room needing to be located against this one wall. The
infant design is then more spacious than it needs to be and could be developed
further.

TODDLER APARTMENT DESIGN
The toddler apartment is approximately five metres by 10 metres, making it 50
metres square in size. Originally the floorplan had the adults’ realm located
behind the child’s realm. In keeping with the ‘realms of the household’
philosophy by Christopher Alexander, the children’s realm has been moved to
the opposite side of the plan. This allows for privacy and space with the family
rooms located between the adult and child realm. This also allows both realms
to have an indoor and outdoor connection to the large balcony play space.

Figure 145: Infant Apartment Design

Figure 144: Toddler Apartment Design
59 Ross King, Jackie Brown, Wendy Beaver and Ian Fell, “Children in High Rise Flats,
Waterloo-Redfern & Double Bay-Darling Point, NSW” (Research Project on Housing, Faculty
of Architecture University of Sydney, 1974), 17.
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Figure 142: Section Depicting Residential Areas

Figure 141: Section across Main Façade of the Building

Figure 143: Section Depicting Circulation
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Figure 146: Level 8 Floor Plan with Previous Infant Floor Plan Design

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
To enable the building to have an adequate structural integrity, columns will
need to penetrate through the building and into the foundations below. The
one set of fire stairs located in the core will be insufficient in the event of an
emergency; therefore, another fire escape will be added in the northern section
of the building.

Following the advice of a structural engineer, due to the height of the building,
structural columns will vary in size every twenty-five metres. The decision was
made to use structural steel columns using a fire rated paint instead of concrete
columns. This was due to concrete columns being larger and more imposing
upon the building’s design.

S T R U C T U R A L

C O L U M N

D E S I G N

The steel structural columns used are cruciform columns, which are two
universal beams welded together to add strength to the building.

F O U N D A T I O N

As advised by an engineer, the foundation for the high-rise building consists
of a padded foundation design. The concrete pad foundations are subject to a
geotechnical engineer and report.

Due to the size of the building and height of the building, the structural steel
columns and beams were determined as follows:

Concrete Retaining Wall
700mm thick
Cruciform Steel,
or Concrete
column

STRUCTURAL COLUMNS:
Varying at 5 metres and 7 metre centres

Concrete Foundation

Concrete Pad
Foundations
1500mm square x 700mm deep

0m – 25m : 1000 x 400
25m – 50m : 800 x 300

Figure 192: Universal Beam

C O R E

Figure 148: Structural
Steel Columns

C O N C R E T E
STRUCTURAL STEEL BEAMS:
0m – 25m : 400 x 800

S L A B S

D E S I G N

The slabs used for the floors throughout the high-rise building use a metal
decking and insitu concrete design.
Struc tura l stee l be a m

25m – 50m : 300 x 800

I ns it u c o nc r e te
Re i nf or c i n g
Ste e l

50m – Above : 300 x 800
Figure 149: Structural
Steel Beams

Se r vic e s
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Figure 195: Concrete Pad Foundation Detail

Figure 193: Cruciform Column

50m – Above : 700 x 300

Figure 147: Structural design showing the beams and Columns

D E S I G N

Met al De c k i ng

Figure 194: Concrete Slab Detail

S T R U C T U R E

D E S I G N

For the event of an earthquake, the structure of the main core of the building
will be designed and treated separately to the main residential blocks of the
building. This enables both buildings to move separately during the event of
an earthquake individually, reducing the damage to the building, and therefore
a lower possibility of harm for the residents. The core structure is braced with
concrete shear walls that are two hundred millimetres thick, while the lifts and
fire escape are surrounded by precast concrete which is also two hundred
millimetres thick, as advised by an engineer.
S K Y

B R I D G E

S T R U C T U R E

Due to the core structure and main building structure being treated as separate
buildings, the skybridges will be connected with rubber bearings, and will be
non-load transferable. Consequently, in the event of an earthquake, the
skybridges will move but not be damaged.
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FINAL DESIGN OUTCOME
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C O N C L U S I O N
This project investigated the current high-rise typology and its negative effects
on young families. Investigations were also focused around architecture and its
relationship with the development of young children. The project was
organised around young families due to this group being the fastest growing
demographic of those occupying high-rise buildings. Although they are a major
demographic, these families are inhabiting an environment which is not
designed to support their needs. Young children are suffering from negative
effects due to how socially and psychologically hostile the environment of a
high-rise apartment is. Despite the statistics and current knowledge of the field,
developers and architects are failing to design for young families, generally
favouring economic priorities.
Considering the significance and existing knowledge, this investigation posed
the research question, ‘How can the high-rise typology be better designed to
cater to the needs of young families and support the mental and physical health
of both parents and children?’
The project looked to answer the question through various research which
resulted in a design for an apartment building to meet the needs of young
families. The site for this project was located at 72 Nelson Street in the
Auckland CBD and was chosen due to it being quickly developed with highrise apartment buildings. It was additionally found to be particularly favourable
for young families due to its close proximity to a number of kindergartens,
schools, parks and playgrounds. The existing building on the chosen site also
houses multiple young families, which provided a relevant and current
demographic to design for.
A site analysis was conducted to better comprehend the relationship between
the site and its effects on the inhabitants. The relationship between the site

and the neighbouring buildings became a key design driver due to the
limitations it placed on sunlight. The accessibility and circulation of the existing
building informed the conclusion regarding the importance of ‘bump zones’,
chance socialisation, and an opportunity of encouraged physical activity for
residents.
In order to fully comprehend the current issues around high-rises and
determine strategies to address them, a literature review was conducted. The
key texts in this field of research were; Families in Flats by D.M. Fanning, Mental
Health and the High-Rise by Dr D. Cappon, Child Development and the Physical
Environment by Gary W. Evans, The Effect of Rearing Conditions on Behaviour by
Margaret K. Harlow and The Pursuit of Loneliness by Philip Slater. The principles
deemed relevant to this investigation were, the significant susceptibility of
negative impacts on developing children, the influences a vertical environment
has on wellbeing as well as development, and the severe disadvantage a child,
who lives in a high-rise, faces during these most crucial years of their life.
Numerous case studies were conducted that looked to identify strategies that
cater to the needs of young families, in particular young children. The key
precedents for this investigation were: The Walled City of Kowloon, Interlace,
Ponte City Apartments, Unite Habitation, Batiment Home, River and Warren,
Ramona Apartments and Via Verde. These case studies highlighted multiple
design strategies which fed into the research trajectory and final outcome of
this project. Design strategies included: the use of essential and non-essential
communal spaces for socialisation and community building, the provision of
amenities for a child’s development, design for natural daylighting, importance
of the relationship between private and public facilities, play spaces to be easily
supervised for the safety of children, a need for indoor and outdoor play spaces
as well as variation in apartment sizes, the informal supervision of play spaces,
creation of communal spaces utilised by

both children and adults, a sense of identity, a feeling of home and land
ownership, as well as the promotion of healthy lifestyles.
The design of the high-rise building was focused around the needs of a parent
and a child during their early years of development. The psychological and
physical needs of both parent and child included: provision of social
environments, general safety, a connection with nature, minimal crowding, low
noise levels and freedom for ‘play’.
Communal spaces and circulation space for residents, which advertently
become ‘bump spaces’, permeate the building to create social catalysts. These
spaces reduce the potential for co-dependency common within nuclear
families. Parents instead rely upon relationships outside of the family and build
a support system. Moreover, children are able to develop social awareness
amongst peers through the increase of social interactions with children in
variant age groups. Through use of a tiered building form, the vertical
disconnect between neighbours is broken. This reduces the sense of isolation,
increasing the probability of socialisation, relationship and community
building.
The use of a tiered building also mitigates the security fears of the parents living
in high-rises. Its stepped design allows a parent to perform their own individual
tasks while supervising their children from a distance. The final design also
placed communal or adult inhabited spaces within the line of sight of the
residential, allowing for an informal supervision of play spaces. This notion
was influenced by the ‘eyes on the street’ concept by Jane Jacobs. These
concepts allowed for a higher chance of unrestricted play throughout the
building, with connections between private and communal play spaces.
With our digital society today, there is an increase of children suffering from
‘nature-deficit disorder’, which comes with a multitude of health effects. To
increase the connection to nature for children and parents, foliage is

Figure 191: Supervision
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strategically dispersed throughout the building. The inclusion of outdoor playspaces, open air sky bridges and communal gardens also advocates this
connection to nature.
A child will withdraw from an environment due to high crowding. The design
outcome for this project uses a much lower density per cubic metre compared
to the original building. This is also translated in the individual apartment plan
designs, increasing the space without the need for families to ‘live on top of
each other’, reduce the strain on the nuclear family, and allow for the child
realm, adult realm and family realm to coincide successfully.
Due to a child’s similar reaction to noise as a highly crowded environment,
design strategies were used throughout the building to reduce the noise levels.
These strategies included the use of intertenancy walls, double glazing, and the
acoustic design of the roadside building façade.

undermined. This project also concludes that the increase in use of the highrise typology is unsustainable, and the use of nurturing architectural elements
for children is crucial. With the development of society into digital
disconnection and the increase of high-rise apartment living, civilisation is
moving forward into social disconnection and isolation. The use of subtle or
bold implications of social architectural values, such as ‘bump spaces’, would
provide invaluable health benefits for residents.
Family environments are crucial for the development of our society’s future.
With this in mind, architecture which nurtures is not only an economic
investment, but an investment for the health of our society.

Although this project covers solutions which reduce the construction and
maintenance costs of the building, additional development of this project could
in more detail investigate the economic implications of these design strategies,
reduce the cost of the final design outcome and allow for more plausibility.
This is important as economic priorities are likely to continue to govern the
design of future high-rise building developments. The Nightingale
development movement provides an alternative solution, designing for the
values of the inhabitants rather than the developer. This alternative does
however come with difficulties such as poor securement for investors and land
acquisition.
This project identifies and implicates the design strategies which address a
family’s needs within the high-rise typology. Although it is possible to implicate
design strategies to benefit families within high-rise buildings, when economic
priorities dictate a development, these design strategies are
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C I T Y

A P A R T M E N T S

South Africa - Manfred Hermer
The architect Manfred Hermer designed the Ponte City Apartments tower as
a form of white-only luxury living during the 1970s. The Ponte City
Apartments tower is located in the city of Johannesburg, SA, and is infamous
for its 40-storey, hollow cylindrical form. The construction of the building was
never fully completed, because the bottom level, a dry ski field with a range of
shops, was never built.
When the years of apartheid were over, the tower was desegregated financially
with the wealthiest at the top and the poorest at the bottom. This hierarchy
eliminated any chance to develop social communities between all of the
residences. Ponte City Apartments was quick to fail as a design and soon
became infamous as a slum, and crime-ridden as gangs and drug users began
to move into the building and ‘its signature hollow core re-purposed as a trash
dump and a suicide drop’.60

Hierarchy is a common feature of the skyscraper design; the highest apartments
become more desirable for their views despite significant social inadequacy that
they provide for their inhabitants. In a study, it was found that those
surrounded by financial inequality are more likely to commit a crime such as
theft. These failures highlight the need to have equality of living spaces to
reduce levels of crime and encourage a community to flourish. This precedent
is also an example of how low levels of social surveillance provide opportunity,
a cause of crime, and how ‘urban violence can be mitigated by designs and
layouts that exploit the natural surveillance of open spaces inside and outside
buildings, something that high-rise buildings notably lack’.61 This is something
which Jane Jacobs mentions in her book, ‘The Life and Death of Great
American Cities’.
Currently, the Pointe City Apartments tower is undergoing gentrification by a
new owner. This is leading to a decrease in the number of crimes but, in a city
where crime rates are high, high-level security measures have had to be put in

This precedent is relevant in various ways when it comes to the design of the
tower typology with its successes and failures. Ponte City Apartments shows
how the common typology struggles to allow sunlight through to the depths
of its design, often creating spaces which are less habitable. It also shows how
there is usually a hierarchy in the building – rich up the top and poor down the
bottom – which creates issues and reduces the communal feeling of a building.

Figure 22: Inside the Ponte City Apartment Tower

Key Findings:

Figure 20: Ponte City Apartment Tower

Figure 21: Ponte City Apartment Tower

"Inside Johannesburg's Infamous Ponte City Tower," ArchDaily, April 2014 accessed March
24, 2018, https://www.archdaily.com/493877/inside-johannesburg-s-infamous-ponte-citytower.
60

Chris Hall, “Why JG Ballard’s High-Rise takes Dystopian Science Fiction to a New Level,”
The Guardian, October 2015, accessed April 2018,

61
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place. Features such as fingerprint scanners, security and checkpoints inhibit
inhabitants from a sense of normality within their homes, creating a set-up
which resembles a prison. The residents are still socially disconnected, and the
poor design reduces any social interaction within the building.

•
•

Insufficiently lit spaces become unused
If the difference in hierarchy of living is too large, social problems
are likely to evolve

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/oct/03/jg-ballards-high-rise-takes-dystopianscience-fiction-to-a-new-level.
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U N I T É

D ’ H A B I T A T I O N

Marseilles France – Le Corbusier
Le Corbusier designed Unité d'Habitation as an answer to the housing shortage
after the Second World War. Corbusier’s design looks to incorporate the
golden mean as well as the proportions of the human being into many features
of the building. His main function for the building, however, is social
interaction and the creation of a balance between the resident and the
communal and individual spaces and interactions. The building itself contains
337 apartments of 23 different types, all designed with two storeys and
balconies. The whole building houses 1600 people over 18 storeys, resulting in
a total height of 56 metres. To try to create social destinations, Corbusier
incorporated ‘streets’ within the building, lined with various types of shops and
facilities, including a swimming pool on the top roof.
‘With all these facilities, Unité d’Habitation was supposed to form the perfect
habitation for the suburban middle-class nuclear family, located in the vicinity
of nature, air and light, but also within reach of the benefits of a city and the
workplaces of urban professionals.’62 The building failed to draw its inhabitants
into the shops and facilities that the building provided. The residents would
not change their current shopping habits, and instead opted for markets and
various retail outlets throughout the neighbourhood rather than those made

available in the building. This is quite contrary to popular belief around the
high-rise typology of inhabitants being less likely to leave a building if it
supplies all the facilities they require, resulting in anti-social behaviours. A fault
was that the building’s maintenance was dependent on the financial stability of
the shops within the building. Consequently, as the shops began to close and
go out of business, there was less money for maintenance, and the building
became run down. The concrete façade of the building began to deteriorate,
and the windows began to smell from the accumulation of bird excrement. The
residents’ demeanour towards the building turned negative, leading to graffiti
on the building and the original occupants moving out.
‘The inhabitants were not happy to live there, they turned against the building
and its social conditions, and its architecture became the focus of abhorrence.
In the local slang, Unité d’Habitation was no-longer referred to as Cite
Radieuse, ‘The Radiant City’, but now as La Maison du Fada, which translates
into something like ‘House of the tasteless’ or ‘House of the mad’.’’63
This precedent is relevant, as it highlights some of the design features within
the high-rise residential typology that do not work. Unité d’Habitation’s social
spaces failed as they, rather similarly to the Pointe City Apartments tower, did
not take into consideration the concept of ‘eyes on the street’, as mentioned by
Jane Jacobs in her book, ‘The Life and Death of Great American Cities’.
‘People no longer automatically share each other’s presence in public space by
corporeal or visual proximity. Also, it is easier for non-residents to enter and
stay within this public space and appropriate its space without the social
responsibility and care that can be expected from inhabitants of the house. This
lack of ‘eyes on the street’ has, in many housing blocks throughout the world,
created a sense of insecurity, individual isolation and social alienation, of not

sharing a public space and not knowing who is
present in the social vicinity and what they are
doing there.’64
Even though Unité d’Habitation’s objective was
to provide housing for the nuclear family model,
it does not succeed in designing for children.
There are no features in the building that take
into consideration the needs of a child outside of
their own ‘apartment’, where they are isolated
from the remainder of the building. The public
space at ground-floor level, where there is the
majority of area for children, is not ideal as it
offers no visual or passive security for safe play.
Unité d’Habitation is an example of the common
typology
providing public space at the bottom of
Figure 24: Section of Unité
a
building.
By providing a main public space at
Habitation
the ground level of the tower, it becomes
unowned space, and people are less likely to occupy it. In this case, the public
space is situated under the building, and this created a dark, uninhabitable
space.
Key Findings:

•
•
•

Insufficiently lit spaces become derelict
Public spaces throughout the building creates a sense of insecurity
for residents
Child spaces at the bottom of the building fails to provide adequate
visual security for parents

Figure 23: Artist Interpretation of Unité Habitation
Tim Sørensen, "Locating Dysfunction: Modern Architecture and Its Not-so-modern
Inhabitants." Last modified June 28, 2018,
http://www.archaeology.dk/upl/9465/LocatingDysfunctionNordicTAG2007.pdf.

Tim Sørensen, "Locating Dysfunction: Modern Architecture and Its Not-so-modern
Inhabitants." Last modified June 28, 2018,
http://www.archaeology.dk/upl/9465/LocatingDysfunctionNordicTAG2007.pdf.
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S Tim Sørensen, "Locating Dysfunction: Modern Architecture and Its Not-so-modern
Inhabitants." Last modified June 28, 2018,
http://www.archaeology.dk/upl/9465/LocatingDysfunctionNordicTAG2007.pdf.
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REDESIGNING THE BUILDING

Phase one of design for this research project focuses on the redesign of an
existing residential apartment building in which families live. By studying an
existing building, design problems which families face in the high-rise typology
will become evident. By redesigning the studied existing building, solutions can
be found to minimise and solve problems facing these families. This design
phase is for research purposes and will allow for a better understanding of the
design problems which currently exist between the relationship of the built
environment and families.

DESIGN PHASE ONE
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C O M M U N A L

S P A C E S

To create opportunities for social interaction and an area where children can
healthily use their body energy, ‘bump’ zones are placed in the building in highuse areas. The lifts, as the two busiest points in the building, present as perfect

Figure 151: Proposed Communal Spaces

high-use areas and are the most dependable form of transport throughout the
building. These communal spaces must have a function which would pull
people from their apartments, similar to the water pipes in Kowloon city.
Because of this, the functions of these communal spaces become critical to the
success of the designed spaces.

S H A R E D K I T C H E N
P L A Y S P A C E

A N D

necessary and not necessary. The amount of research surrounding children’s
toys and playground components was also vast and tended to be somewhat
contradictory.

The idea behind this concept is to create an easily accessible child’s realm, in
which both children and adults can coexist separately but cohesively, similar to
the communal spaces in Interlace. An established child’s realm and adult’s area
supports this coexistence. The purpose of this space is to provide a readily
available opportunity for children to develop both socially and physically, while
removing the inconvenience for parents of needing to travel outside of the
building to find places to play where their children can be supervised, as seen
in Unité d'Habitation. This space also acts as a social catalyst, to encourage the
growth of relationships between children and adults, which can help reduce
and relieve the co-dependency between child and parent.

The design presents opportunities for socialisation throughout the space, from
the entry, down the hallway, into the shared kitchen space, to the open seating
areas for parents to supervise their children.
The under-two’s area is proximal to the kitchen for close supervision in case
of emergencies and also allows for peace of mind while parents prepare food
or fetch drinks. This space is simple in design, with the needs of the youngest
children being basic, with only a need for loose toys, interesting textures to
crawl across and barriers to separate younger children from older and more
boisterous children in the play space. This space is also provided with seating
as supervision at these ages and visual and auditory connections between
parent and child are more important. Pram access and storage is available for
parents with young children.
The shared kitchen is located in an optimal place. It allows peace of mind for
parents as they work and supervise their children in both the under two’s area
and the open playground area. A glass wall frames the exterior area which also
allows for supervision of the outdoor garden area. The kitchen acts as a social
catalyst like the laundry in The Commons, bringing parents into a common
space where they can work and sit together, creating an obvious area of
socialisation. The social catalyst also acts to strengthen the relationships of
residents to create a better sense of community and increase the living quality
of the building.

Figure 152: Location of Proposed Kitchen and Play-Space

The shared kitchen and play space will function as a child’s realm with an adult
presence. It is also a place where children can escape the constraints of their
apartment, socialise with other children, and healthily expend their built-up
energy.
Designing this space proved difficult, and with endless precedents of interior
spaces and playgrounds for children, it was difficult to decide what was
159

The open play area is designed so children can run in a continuous loop. Its
design is based on an outdoor playground, trying to mimic the opportunities
that a playground gives to young children.
Figure 153: Conceptual Design and Sketch of Kitchen and Play-Space

The outdoor area aims to reconnect children with nature and the outdoor play
element that they miss from living in an apartment building. The connection
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for children to the outdoors can be seen in the Ramona apartments, Batiment
Home, Interlace and Via Verde. This connection is important, as mentioned
by Richard Louv, in order to avoid children suffering from a nature-deficit
disorder. By creating an outdoor connection, the space supports creativity and
the cognitive functioning of children.

Feedback:

Figure 154: Kitchen and Play-Space Section A-A

Feedback received pointed out the need for a design of a less “gimmicky” space
which offered more creative freedom to the children. The design is too
prescribed and controls the way the children play within the space. The kitchen
and play space also lack bathroom facilities which would be a must-have,
especially for young children and those who spend a large amount of time
there.

C H I L D

S P A C E

D E S I G N

Play is an extremely important factor in a child’s development, and hence the
environments in which children play are also important. “Built environments
have both direct and symbolic impacts on children…Elements of the physical
setting may influence behaviour directly by facilitating certain activities and
obstructing others.”65
There have been playground movements and changes of theories latterly, but
one of the strongest theories is that of Lady Allen of Hurtwood in ‘Planning
for Play’. Her theoretical position is that child-made environments are superior
to prescriptive, playground designs by planners and architects. A space in
which a child can change and create their environment allows them to push
their creativity and use their imaginations and problem-solving skills, creating
infinite learning experiences with an infinite number of creative possibilities.
Pre-designed environments with elements concreted in place lack creative
freedom for children. “Children of all ages, all over the world, are happiest
when they can move things around to their own liking. They have an irresistible
urge to build houses and dens, dig holes, make gardens, look after pets, make
bonfires and cook meals outdoors… These are all delightfully messy
occupations and make the planners, who are mostly tidy-minded, unhappy. But
they must never forget that children enjoy chaos and make their own order out
of it. Children enjoy being dirty and untidy; most adults hate it. We have to
decide whether we are to make playgrounds for children or playgrounds that
please the grown-ups.”66
Children are improvisers, occupiers and creatives, who are resilient and enjoy
making their own fun out of situations and environments. As mentioned by
Robin Kearns in his seminar at Auckland University on ‘Child Friendly Cities’,
a child’s environment is not just a destination, but can be viewed as three
different spaces: destination places, for example, a park; threshold places

Figure 155: Kitchen and Play-Space Section B-B

"Spaces for Children." Google Books. November 2013, accessed June 16, 2018.
https://books.google.com/books/about/Spaces_for_Children.html?id=EJHkBwAAQBAJ.
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Figure 156: Conceptual Sketches
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such as a car park; and transitory places such as a bike track. Studies have
proven that children recognise the third space (transitory) as significant.
Therefore, we should be designing not just for the destinations but also the
journey to these destinations as well.
The Outdoor Play of Children Living in Flats by L.E White concluded that the most
desirable destination spaces for young children are ‘child caves’. “In the course
of their play, young children seek out cave-like spaces to get into and under –
old crates, under tables, in tents, etc.”67 Therefore, a space designed for
children should consider this, making small cave-like spaces under stairs or in
small left-over spaces.

S H A R E D K I T C H E N A N D
P L A Y - S P A C E C O N T I N U E D …
Trying to apply the principles discovered by Lady Allen of Hurtwood and
transforming the kitchen play space, to convey the theory and principles of
self-created play spaces for children, proved challenging. It raised questions of
how to design a space which is not just an empty room with resources, but also
not over-prescriptive in design to be too controlling of children’s play. To be
66
67

Allen of Hurtwood, Lady. Planning for Play. (London: Thames and Hudson), 1969, 16.
Alexander, Christopher. A Pattern Language. (New York Oxford University Press), 1977, 928.
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Creative Alternative 1:

too prescriptive and controlling of a child’s play, and to obsess over child safety
in a play area, as ‘Planning for Play’ mentions, affects the development of risk
management in a child. Consequently, a space which has creative cues, and a
flexible design which considers child safety, but which is not too obsessive, is
optimal.

This creative alternative looks at a child-designed destination-based design
option.

A more visible distinction between the adult and child realms dissuades the
child realm from consuming or being too intrusive upon the adult realm. The
visual distinction allows the adult realm to be more approachable and have
fewer incidents of loud intrusions, creating a calmer environment for parents
and caregivers. A gate has also been added to the design to act as an optional
barrier between both realms for when activities get too chaotic.
The kitchen remains in the same position, while the seating area is more
planned and elevated above the play space, allowing the visual connection
between child and adult to be strengthened. This strengthening allows peace
of mind for parents and caregivers, as well as providing comfort to the children
as they play. The open-plan seating also encourages social interactions between
adults to help establish social relationships and a sense of community
throughout the apartment building. The kitchen has been mirrored to allow
more of a communicative connection between someone working in the kitchen
and someone in the seating area. Changing the kitchen around also allows a
chance of social interaction as someone comes down the hall of the space and
into the kitchen where others may be busy working.

Figure 159: Creative Alternative 1 Section A-A

B

B

The main play space is designed to encourage children to create their own
environment by providing resources to do so, as well as subtle cues to instigate
creative decision making.
Resources such as pillows, blankets, cushions and rope are provided in the
main play space. These resources create opportunities for the building of
forts and child caves. Hooks on the columns act as creative cues, where a
child can hang blankets, or create a rope swing. These resources also allow
the space to have many creative alternatives.

Figure 160: Creative Alternative 1 Section B-B

Figure 157: Kitchen and Play-Space Ground Floor Plan Concept
Figure 158: Creative Alternative 1 Ground Floor Plan
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A

Creative Alternative 2:
The play space is over two levels, with the top level accessed either by the
climbing wall or the set of climbing stairs. The top level is netting, allowing
vertical communication in the play space, as well as the ability to have visual
communication between the two floors. The top space provides opportunities
for children to continue playing, as well as viewing their environment and
surroundings. This area can also create a calmer and more restful environment
for children, with a secondary function as a means of escape from the chaos
downstairs. A blackboard wall provides opportunities for more creative and
calm play.

This creative alternative explores a child-designed option with journey
making as an emphasis.

Figure 162: Creative Alternative 2 Section A-A

B

B

Figure 163: Creative Alternative 2 Section B-B
Figure 161: Creative Alternative 2 Ground Floor Plan

A
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Figure 164: Kitchen and Play-Space First Floor Plan
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TUNNELS AND CHILD CAVES:
A tunnel circuit system runs through the play space to create a second feral
circulation loop just for children.

This tunnel system entertains the idea of children enjoying enclosed spaces
such as ‘child caves’. The tunnels pulse in width and size, changing from
tunnels to child caves. The tunnels and caves are lined with a variety of
different textures and materials. Exploring the idea of children learning
through touch, the tunnels and child caves use a variety of different textures,
harder and smoother through the tunnels, and softer in the child caves. These
textural variations encourage movement throughout the tunnels and invite
children to stay and linger in the comfort of the child caves, creating social
‘bump zones’.

‘Through the ages of birth and toddlerhood, children are learning through all
of their five senses. But, due to the fact they can’t communicate through
speech until they’re older, they heavily rely on one sense in particular – touch.

The inbuilt tunnels and child caves are laid out to create a loop, which
provides an infinite path for children to crawl along. Open-ended boxes are
supplied in the space, allowing children to create their own tunnel system
which links up to the inbuilt system, as well as completing the loop format.
This allows more creative alternatives, as seen above in ‘Creative Alternative
2’, which is a journey-focused outcome. These boxes, when not in use, can be
stacked inside each other and placed in the storage provided above one of the
child caves or under the stairs.

Figure 167: Open Ended Boxes Creating Tunnels

The tunnel system in the play space runs through the play area, below the
adult area and then pops out into the kitchen space. Children learn through
listening, seeing and mimicking adults. The tunnels allow this development to
take place, by subtly touching upon the adult realm without being too
invasive upon the space.

Figure 166: Axonometric of Child Caves and Tunnel System
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Figure 165: Exploded Axonometric of Kitchen and Play-Space Design

Figure 168: Stacking of Boxes

Holes in the tunnels provide adequate ventilation, while doors placed
intermittently throughout the tunnel loop allows easy escape routes in case of
discomfort or anan emergency.
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KITCHEN AND PLAY-SPACE
CHANGES:
Minor changes have been made to the ground floor of the kitchen and play
space design. Seating has been rearranged to a better configuration, and the
bathroom has been flipped to add a secondary entry and exit to the play
space. These changes make disabled access easier, as well as simplifying the
floor levels of the design.
The entry to the fire stairs has also been split off from the seating area to
remove the complexity of different floor levels and the changes that would
impose, as well as creating a less hazardous point of entry in case of an
emergency.
STORAGE

Figure 169: Exploded Axonometric of Kitchen and Play-Space with Tunnels
and Child Caves
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Figure 170: Kitchen/Play-space Ground Floor Plan

Creative Alternative 1:
B

A

A

STORAGE

B

Figure 171: Kitchen/Play-space First Floor Plan
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Figure 172: Creative Alternative 1 Kitchen/Play-space Ground Floor Plan
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Figure 173: Creative Alternative 1 Kitchen/Play-space Section A-A
Figure 174: Creative Alternative 1 Kitchen/Play-space Section B-B
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Creative Alternative 2:
B

A

A

STORAGE

Figure 176: Creative Alternative 2 Kitchen/Play-space Section A-A

B

Figure 175: Creative Alternative 2 Kitchen/Play-space Ground Floor Plan
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Figure 177: Creative Alternative 2 Kitchen/Play-space Section B-B
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The location of the exit door of the play space, however, could be closer to
the accessible toilet, reducing the distance a child must walk through the
laundry to be cleaned up. The number of toilets would also be inadequate for
the number of persons using the facilities. The location of the laundry could
be better located on the roof, to allow the use of the outdoors to dry clothes
rather than being heavily reliant upon dryers.

L A U N D R Y :
A shared laundry space acts like the concept of the water outlets in the
Kowloon Walled City, using a necessity to create a social catalyst to enable
chance social interactions between the inhabitants in the building. The
laundry space also provides an open-plan seating area where adults can sit
and wait for their washing, while the playroom keeps children entertained.

With the laundry moved to the rooftop, fewer dryers are needed, giving more
space for washing machines, increasing the number of people that the
laundry room can support.
This design change also gives more freedom to children, with the ability to
play outside while the adults do the washing and supervise from a distance.
This change of location also means the rooftop garden increases the
opportunities for parents while they wait for their washing to finish.
A

Figure 180: Axonometric of Laundry Location on Rooftop

This concept is similar to the shared rooftop laundry space in ‘The
Commons.’ As previously discussed, the rooftop laundry space in ‘The
Commons’ was seen as the most successful communal space within that
building, due to it’s function being essential to the daily life of the residents.
Residents have no choice but to use the space, and therefore, the space
becomes a highly occupied bump space, encouraging social interactions
between residents, and the creation of relationships and communities within
the building.

A

Figure 178: Laundry Ground Floor Plan Concept

The laundry playroom provides for calm, creative and messy play. Like the
kitchen play space, the laundry playroom is a blank canvas, although quite
literally. The walls act as a creative blank canvas, with paints and other art
supplies available so children can draw and paint. Allowing children to be
freely messy within proximity to the laundry facilities allows for easy cleanup. The accessible toilet provides facilities where children can wash after play.

Figure 179: Rooftop Laundry Floor Plan

Figure 181: Rooftop Laundry Section A-A
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The child’s realm is separated from the main library area to reduce the
amount of noise disturbance the children may cause. This area also allows for
calm play, with tables and seating steps for children. Activity groups could be
held in the space for children, organised by the residents of the building.

LIBRARY, SHARED OFFICE AND
PLAY – SPACE

With a decrease in the use of libraries and an increase in the use of
technology, such as E-Books, the library takes on a secondary role as a shared
office, to reduce the risk of becoming redundant. The adult realm of the
library is the shared office space, with a range of resources and computers
which can be used by those with home businesses. A meeting room is also
available for client meetings, study sessions or residents’ meetings.

With the laundry relocated to the rooftop, an opportunity for another shared
space around the second lift lobby is possible.

Figure 182: Axonometric of Library Location

While the kitchen/play space functions as a child realm with an adult
presence, the library and office space function as an adult’s realm with a
child’s presence.
The layout of the library is almost maze-like, mimicking a book store, with
books piled to the ceiling, and small nooks hidden throughout where an adult
or child can curl up and read. These nooks act as cave-like spaces for both
adults and children to provide escape and a place to de-stress. Adults, like
children, enjoy cave-like spaces although, as a person gets older the need for
more space increases, as well as a visible exit to reduce feelings of
claustrophobia. The main library spaces are neither an adult realm nor a
child’s realm but a merging of both.

Figure 183: Exploded Axonometric of
Library/Shared Office/Play-Space
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A

A

B
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Figure 184: Library/Shared Office/Play-Space Ground Floor Plan

A

A

Figure 186: Library/Shared Office/Play-Space Section A-A

B

Figure 185: Library/Shared Office/Play-Space First Floor Plan
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R O O F

S P A C E

D E S I G N

The looped track that runs through the roof garden provides a track and a
third space for children to ride wheeled toys or run. This track also functions
as the main circulation path.
The existing building used to have a communal pool for residents, but it began
to leak and sink into the ground. This design proposes to reinstate the pool on
the roof; this may not, however, be an economically viable option. A pool,
however, would be a good way for children to expend built-up energy. Shaded
seating has been supplied next to the pool for supervisors.

opportunity to build their own inventions and huts. Swings were not provided
due to the safety concerns from being located on the roof.
A low, white brick wall runs around the edge of the roof garden, with glass
panels for views out across the city. The wall provides wind protection as well
as relief for parents concerned about the safety of their children. Low hedging,
shrubs and small trees line the boundary wall, providing a connection to nature
as well as passively ushering people into the internal spaces of the rooftop
garden.
Creative
Resources

It is scientifically demonstrated that dining with other people creates and
improves relationships.68 A sheltered outdoor dining area has been designed to
increase social interaction opportunities as well as strengthen relationships that
may exist within the building.
‘‘Animals are as important a part of nature as the trees
and grass and flowers. There is some evidence, also,
which suggests that contact with animals may play a vital
role in a child's emotional development.’69 Many studies back the relationship
between children and animals as a way to help develop empathy. Because of
this, the rooftop has hutches. It would seem inhumane to have animals such
as cats or dogs in small apartments; consequently, children are less likely to
have contact with animals while living in the typology. Guinea pig and rabbit
hutches provide the animal contact that they would otherwise miss.
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Figure 188: Axonometric of Roof Garden
Plan
68Grace
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Kim, “Cohousing can make us Happier (and Live Longer),” TED Talks, April 2017,
accessed April 2018.

Outdoor
Pool

Changing
Rooms

Like the kitchen play space, the rooftop provides opportunities for self-made
creative play. Objects such as tyres, ropes and planks provide children with the

Figure 187: Library/Shared Office/Play-Space Section B-B
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https://www.ted.com/talks/grace_kim_how_cohousing_can_make_us_happier_and_live_lon
ger?language=en
69 Alexander, Christopher. A Pattern Language. (New York Oxford University Press), 1977, 928.
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REDESIGN CONCLUSION AND
FINDINGS

Hurtwood was applied. This allowed for a totally non-prescriptive play space
which provided children with resources to create an unlimited amount of
creative environmental possibilities.
In keeping with the ideals identified in background theory and precedents, the
surveillance of child play spaces was highlighted as important. The strategy of
overlooking terraces to provide surveillance was a design strategy to address
this. This design strategy was investigated previously in the precedents Via
Verde, Unite d’Habitation, and the Ramona apartments.

The key strategies derived from background research and this design process
are; communal spaces, bump spaces, access to nature and open air, areas to be
creative, as well as overlooking terraces to provide security. This redesign has
attempted to tackle some of the issues faced by young families in high rise
apartments.

The existing building comprises 370 apartments, while the redesign from this
project has a total of 334 apartments. Therefore, 36 apartments are lost in the
retrofit, an equivalent of just less than one floor.

By using communal shared spaces to help create relationships outside the
household, it reduces the dependency on the parent and child relationship,
hence reducing the stress families face in the households. These collective
spaces become bump spaces throughout the building, increasing the
opportunities for socialisation and community development which the original
building lacked. These shared spaces also provide relief for children and
parents from the small confines of their apartments, with opportunities for
children to use their boisterous energy safely. Strategies to improve the life
quality of young families range from subtle and ephemeral that permeate the
spaces designed to satisfy larger and bolder design outcomes.

Economic versus life quality is always going to be an argument when looking
to solve the problems faced by young families in apartment buildings.
However, the negative health effects from being in such typologies, their
detrimental effect on the most important years of a child’s development, and
the predetermination of their future could be seen to outweigh this.
Working within the confines of this existing building has highlighted the many
design strategies that could be added to residential apartment buildings to
improve the life quality of the young families occupying them. This design and
development of the redesign of the existing building has highlighted the many
flaws in the design of residential apartments in which young families are living.
The current existing building has proven restrictive to the redesign, and the
building does not support many elements which would prove beneficial.
Because of this, the next stage of the project will be to start a design on the
same site, using the knowledge and design strategies gained in the redesign of
the existing building.

Another key concept in this building retrofit was the importance of access to
nature and the open air for both adults and children. This concept is
scientifically supported by Richard Louv, and his research into the naturedeficit disorder and its effects on children in today’s modern society. This was
addressed in the retrofit design through the increase of connections between
indoor and outdoor spaces, as well as the design of outdoor spaces.
Another design strategy revealed during this design phase was the provision of
spaces in which children are encouraged to express and develop their creativity.
This key strategy was developed from the design philosophies of Lady Allen
of Hurtwood, as previously discussed. The importance of not being overly
prescriptive of how children play was an essential strategy in this retrofit design.
Consequently the ‘blank canvas’ design strategy adopted by Lady Allen of

Figure 189: Exploded Axonometric of Redesign of the Existing Building
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